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Foreword
by Susie Ling, Editor of Gum Saan Journal
New Chinatown in Los Angeles — between Broadway and Hill — is
celebrating its 80th anniversary. Many of the businesses and families have
been there all 80 years.
My father used to advise, “If you love your family, never open a
mom and pop Chinese restaurant.” We may sympathize with my father’s
perspective, but my father was wrong.
Yes, families squabble and often harbor quirky “uncles”. But families
are also the most essential of social institutions — especially for immigrant
minorities. In Chinatown, family businesses were the economic engine of
the community that provided for family members and employees. Plus,
these pioneering families’ intertwining relationships formed what was and
is the foundation of Chinese America. Their self-help agenda went on to
build social agencies from Asian American banks, to the Chinese Historical
Society of Southern California.
Family businesses are the oldest and most common form of economic
organization. A family business can be a mom and pop corner shop
or a multinational corporation. In Los Angeles’ Chinatowns, there are
examples of successful multigenerational family businesses that focused on
manufacturing and specialty services, while others were restaurants and
retail shops.
L.A.’s Old Chinatown, just west of the Los Angeles River, reached
its zenith between 1890 and 1910. In 1938–39, Los Angeles razed Old
Chinatown to build Union Station; Chinese Americans were forced to
relocate. Some followed Christine Sterling into China City.1 Peter SooHoo
led a group of other community leaders to form the Chinatown Project
Association that developed “New Chinatown” between Broadway and Hill
Street. Central Plaza opened in 1938 and remains a core of New

1

China City was generally bound by Spring and Main, and Ord and Macy. It suffered
devastating fires in 1939 and 1949.
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Chinatown.2 Bamboo Lane and West Plaza were developed after World War
II. New Chinatown grew and morphed, especially with the influx of new
immigrants from Hong Kong, Taiwan, Vietnam and Cambodia, and then
People’s Republic of China. It was the hard work and determination of the
early Chinatown pioneers that paved possibilities for these later generations
— including those in the suburban Chinatowns of the San Gabriel Valley
and Orange County.
The Chinese American pioneer experiences intersected with those
of Mexicans, Italians, Japanese, and others in their neighborhoods. It is
interesting that Chinese were a minority community in diverse Chinatown.
The children of different ethnicities grew up together, and the adults worked
side-by-side. Their histories are not just parallel, but intertwined.
The Chinese Historical Society of Southern California is also a “family
business”. New members and charter members conjoin talents, economic
support, and elbow grease to achieve our mission. Our shared goal is to be a
multigenerational success story like the the Quons, the Louies, the Leongs,
the Lees, and the Wongs that are featured in this edition of our Gum
Saan Journal.

2

The founding of New Chinatown is better covered in many other writings especially
Munson Kwok and Suellen Cheng’s “The Golden Years of LA Chinatown: The Beginning.”
Other works of note include Jenny Cho’s Chinatown in Los Angeles (2009) and Icy
Smith’s The Lonely Queue (2000).
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Founding Members of
Los Angeles’ Chinatown Project Association,
22 April 1937
Special thanks to Suellen Cheng, Jenny Cho, Cindy Fujimoto, Nadine
SooHoo Levy, and Eugene Moy for their help in reconstructing — as best
we can — this list of 28 founding members plus three advisors. If you have
any additional information or corrections, please forward to Susie Ling at
<shling@pasadena.edu>.
Co-Founders:

Peter SooHoo, Sr. (DWP engineer)
Herbert Lapham (land agent for Santa Fe Railway)

President:

Wah Siu Lee (Yee Sing Chong grocery)

Vice Presidents:

Walter Yip (Joy Yuen Low restaurant)
Dr. John Lim (pharmacist?)

Advisors:

T. K. Chang (Chinese Consul General at Los Angeles)
You Chung Hong* (Attorney-at-law, Y.C. Hong
Building)
Y.S. Kiang (Chinese Vice Consul)

Treasurer:

Quon Soon Doon (Tuey Far Low restaurant)

English Secretary: Peter SooHoo, Sr.
Chinese Secretary: Tom H. Ling
Auditors:

Mu Bien-Sam (Dun Sow Hong herbal store and Mu
Brothers)
Ping Yuen Louie (K.G. Louie gift shop)

Members:

Dan Hall (Golden Pagoda Café)
Chen Man Gai (Chun Sang Meat Market on Sunset Blvd.)
Kim Doon SooHoo (Chew Yuen & Co. grocery, also
Phoenix Imports, Hop Louie restaurant)
Wong Na Hin
Gum Saan Journal 2018 3
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Wong Do Guei
Dick Wong (Tin Hing Jewelry Co.)
George Wong (GW Market on N. Spring Street)
Woo Get Wo
Lum Gim Du
Marjorie Quon (daughter of Soon Doon Quon from his
second wife; later Ong)
Woo Fon Lee (Man Jen Low Restaurant)
Norman Wong (Grandview Gardens Restaurant)
Eugene Yee (Chinese Jade Cafe)
Him Gin Quon (Quon Brothers Grand Star)
Jack Gee (Yee Hung Guey restaurant)
Lei Chei
Charlie Chan (fortune teller and then, photo cutouts for
tourists)
Lim Dou
Edwin On Chow (Rice Bowl night club)
Lucille SooHoo (Peter Sr.’s sister, wife of Eugene Yee)
*Y. C. Hong Buildings (437–451 Gin Ling Way) included — from the East
Gate on Broadway moving west — Li Po Restaurant (Lee Gem?), South China
Gifts (Sung SooHoo), Phoenix Bakery (Fung Chow and Wai Hing Chan), Joy
Yuen Low Restaurant (Walter Yip), another store, Ginling Gifts (Peter SooHoo,
Sr.), and Y.C. Hong Office.

4 Gum Saan Journal 2018
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Quon Family 闗3家,
Quon Brothers Grand Star Inc,
now Grand Star Jazz Club
On a Sunday afternoon in August of 2017, we had the honor of sitting down
with siblings Mary Moy, Betty Lee, and Wallace Quon at the Grand Star
Jazz Club at 943 Sun Mun Way. Mary, Betty, and Wally are three of the nine
children of Mama Quon (Yiu Hai Seto Quon, 1898–1999) and Him Gin
Quon (1898–1965) — and the grandchildren of pioneer, Soon Doon Quon,
of Tuey Far Low restaurant. We were accompanied by Larry Jung (son of Edith
and Bob Jung) and Cindy Lee Fujimoto (daughter of Mary and Nelson Moy).
Cindy had her two young grandchildren nearby. Brother Frank Quon, and his
son, Tony Quon, came in for a while, as did Martin Lee (son of Betty and Jack
Lee) and Jason Fujimoto (Cindy’s son). Tony Quon is the current proprietor of
Grand Star Jazz Club, now a hipster bar. We were together to record some of the
Quon’s multigenerational story in LA’s Chinatown.
Quon Family Tree
I. Soon Doon Quon had two wives
II. Him Gin Quon4 (from wife #1) married Yiu Hay Seto Quon
(Mama Quon)5
3
4

5

This character is a guess. Other characters of last names translating to Kwan, Kwang,
Quan, Guan (pinyin) include 官or 管. However, Quon 闗 and SooHoo 司徒 were both
large clans in Chikan 赤坎, an emigrant town in Canton along the Tan River 潭江.
According to the 1930 federal census, Him Gin Quon was 33 and immigrated in 1912.
He is listed as a bookkeeper at a grocery store. He was living at 320 Napier Street, Los
Angeles with Soo Hoo Shee Quon (wife, 32, immigrated in 1922), Him Sing Quon
(son, 14, born in China and immigrated in 1922), Jack Sing Quon (daughter, 13, born
in China and immigrated in 1922), Yuet Sing Quon (daughter, 8) Yim Sing Quon
(daughter, 6), Bak York Quon (daughter, 4), Yem Hoy Quon (daughter, 3), Gonk Hai
Quon (daughter, 2), and Man Guay Quon (son, 0). It might be that the oldest “son”
was actually a relative. In his 1951 application for citizenship, Him Gin Quon listed his
birthday as 10 October 1898 and his first arrival to San Francisco as 5 November 1912.
He listed as having left the United States between 1915–17, 1921–22, 1932–33, and
1933–34. His 1951 address was 640 Castelar (now Hill) Street. The affidavit is signed
by Quon Mon How (relative, Chester Quan) and Betty Quon (daughter).
“Seto” 司徒 or “Szeto” is usually the Samyup 三邑 dialect translation. Mama Quon was
from the Szeyup 四邑 district and “SooHoo” is the usual Szeyup/Toisan translation.
In Mandarin, it is “Situ.” Samyup’s Three Districts are Panyu, Nanhai, and Shunde. To
their southwest are the Szeyup’s Four Districts: Xinhui, Taishan, Kaiping, and Enping.
Gum Saan Journal 2018 5
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III.
1. Katherin married John Che
2. Edith married Robert Jung
3. Mary married Nelson Moy
4. Lorely married Stanley Gee
5. Betty married Jack Lee
6. Janet married Jon Hom
7. Ella (died in infancy)
8. Wallace married Florence Liu
9. Frank married Tomoye Abe
“It was our
grandfather, Soon
Doon Quon,
who first came to
America and built
Tuey Far Low 翠
花樓 (emerald
flower building).”
The family is from
Ying Village 鹰村
(translation: eagle
village), in Chekam
赤坎 (Chikan),
Quons in 2017 from left to right: Larry Jung, Wallace Quon, in Hoiping 開平
Mary Moy, Betty Lee, Cindy Fujimoto, Martin Lee (Kaiping), Szeyup
inside Grand Star.
四邑 District in
(Photo courtesy of CHSSC.) Guangdong. “It
took grandfather six
months to come on a sailboat,” said Wally. “He came alone in the 1800s.”
“He first did labor work,” added Mary, “and he cooked in the back.” By
the late 1800s, Soon Doon had enough savings to open Tuey Far Low, a
mainstay of Los Angeles’ Old Chinatown, at the corner of Alameda and
Marchessault. In 1938, Tuey Far Low moved to New Chinatown’s Central
Plaza at 436 Gin Ling Way.

6 Gum Saan Journal 2018
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Wally said, “My grandfather
was very smart. He never went
to school but he self-studied.
He wrote very well and could
even tell fortunes. He even sold
chicken for a while. He was
old-fashioned and very strict.
I remember I would take him
to buy pots and pans on Los
Angeles Street for Tuey Far Low,
but he refused to pay sales taxes
Tuey Far Low in New Chinatown.
(laughs). He died in his 90’s.”
(Photo from Calisphere.)
Cindy shares a family lore, “An
uncle said that when he was delivering heavy groceries to Tuey Far Low,
Great-grandfather would say, ‘I’ll take care of you,’ and then give him a stick
of gum as a reward (laughs).” Mary said, “My grandfather sponsored the
whole village to come and work at Tuey Far Low. They were all men.”
Soon Doon Quon was one of the 28 founders of the Los Angeles
Chinatown Project Association. It was at the original Tuey Far Low where
the historic meeting of 27 April 1937 occurred between Chinese American
community leaders including Peter SooHoo, Sr. and Herbert Lapham (land
agent for Santa Fe Railway). Quon was treasurer of the “Chinatown Project
Association” — now renamed LA Chinatown Corporation and under the
presidency of Quon’s great-grandson, Larry Jung. Him Gin Quon, Soon
Doon’s son, was also a founding member. According to his son-in-law
Robert Jung, Him Gin Quon was also a founding member of the Chinese

2017 LA Chinatown Corporation Board from left to right: Tony Quon, Ron Louie,
Wallace Quon, Larry Jung, Susan Bollinger, Jason Fujimoto, James Wong, and
Timothy SooHoo.
(Photo from <www.lachinatowncorp.com>.)
Gum Saan Journal 2018 7
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American Citizens Alliance Los
Angeles Lodge.6
Soon Doon Quon had
two wives. “My grandmother
in China had six girls and
her two boys. The boys died,
so they adopted two boys,”
explained Mary. “Our father is
adopted.” Soon Doon Quon
had another wife in Los Angeles.
According to the 1930 census,
a “Shung Doon Quon” was 62
years of age and living at 320
Napier Street. It suggests he
was working at a grocery store
(probably incorrect) and had
immigrated in 1881. He was
7
Yiu Hai and Him Gin Quon. living with Woo Shee , his wife
(41), and 8 “children” between
(Photo courtesy of Cindy Fujimoto.)
22 and 0 years of age.8
Soon Doon Quon probably returned to Chikan near 1898 and again
near 1912 to bring to America his adopted son, Him Gin Quon, to help
with the restaurant. Him Gin was a talented cook and became head chef
of Tuey Far Low and in 1946, proprietor of Grand Star Restaurant. In
1915, Him Gin went back to China to marry. After giving birth to her first
born, Him Gin’s bride, Yiu Hai Seto or SooHoo Shee, came to Los Angeles
in 1922.
6
7
8

From an interview with Robert B. Jung in Gum Saan Journal 2006, p. 17. The Lodge
was founded on 15 May 1912. It may be that Him Gin Quon was an early member of
the Los Angeles C.A.C.A. Lodge.
Married women in Cantonese culture were often designated as “Shee” (氏) such that
“Woo Shee” implies she originated from the family of Woo before she married Quon.
The “children” listed in the 1930 census include Him Ark (22, son, bookkeeper at
restaurant who immigrated in 1922), Him Kee (20, son, grocery clerk who immigrated
in 1922), Ho Lai (13, daughter born in China who immigrated in 1917), Him Wong
(11, son born in California), Ho Gee (9, daughter born in California), Him Guey
(5, son born in California), Him Bing (2, son born in California), and Ho Shang (0,
daughter born in California).

8 Gum Saan Journal 2018
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Him Gin’s daughters said, “Most of us
were born in Old Chinatown. After the
baby is born, they would call Dr. Rago
[from the French Hospital] to write the
birth certificate. It was $100 (laughs).”
“Everybody liked Dr. Rago because he
delivered a lot of boys (laughs). We were
living on Napier,” said Wally. Despite
Dr. Rago’s reputation, the Quons had a
lot of daughters in quick succession after
Katherin (Che, 1917–1996) with Edith
Yiu Hai Seto Quon. (Jung, 1922–2011), Mary (Moy, 1924),
9
(Photo courtesy of Wally Quon.) Lorely (Gee, 1925–1949), Betty (Lee,
1926), Janet (Hom, 1927–80), another baby
daughter who died before her first year, Wally (1930), and Frank (1931).
“Dr. Rago was very friendly. He liked to go to the Santa Anita race tracks,”
remembered Wally.
Larry said, “Grandma — Mama Quon — came in 1922 with Katherin.
She came while pregnant with my mother, Edith. Edith was almost born on
the boat.” Mary added, “Mother had seven daughters, one after another.”
In 1932, Mama Quon took the children back
to China. Cindy said, “After Wally and Frank were
born, the family wanted to show off the sons. Soon
Doon Quon also wanted his family to have a Chinese
education.” The family had farm fields in Chikan and
“we had three houses — diaolous 碉樓,” said Mary.
“My father was very old-fashioned and he didn’t
want us to stay in America,” laughed Wally.
Soon Doon Quon with his first
grandson, Wally, 1931.
(Photo courtesy of Cindy Fujimoto.)
9

Her name is incorrectly listed as “Lorley” in the California Death Index public record.
Special thanks to Cindy Fujimoto for checking the spelling of this name at the Chinese
Cemetery of Los Angeles at 102 S. Eastern in East LA. That cemetery was established in
1922 by the CCBA.
Gum Saan Journal 2018 9
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Father and grandfather stayed behind to continue working at Tuey Far Low.
“But the Japanese started bombing our village in 193710. We were all so scared
and hid under the bed. My mother took the family to Hong Kong. We were
American citizens and could return any time, but our mother wasn’t a citizen.
We stayed in Hong Kong for two years,” Wally said. “We left by the Tan River
潭江 and it took a day to go to Hong Kong. So many people died,” added
Mary. “Mama Quon strapped the gold coins around her body and we were
very lucky to find an old condemned building to live in in Hong Kong,” said
Wally. “We were so poor; we slept three in one bed. We didn’t know anyone
in Hong Kong. We finally left on the ship, SS President Coolidge. The very
next ship hit something and sunk. We were very lucky.” “When I returned to
visit Chikan in the 1980s, everything was gone. They took away doors, pots,
pans…everything,” said Mary.

The Quon children in China, 1937.
(Photo courtesy of Cindy Fujimoto.)

The Quon children — except Katherin — came back to Los Angeles
in the summer of 1939. By that time, Los Angeles had razed all of Old
Chinatown to build Union Station. The family rented the second story
on top of Dr. Marco Rago’s office on College and Broadway. “It was hard
to find a rental as there were racial housing restrictions. We found five or
six rooms upstairs from Dr. Rago. We even had a couple of relatives living
with us,” said Betty, “We lived on one side. The other side were our cousins
including Uncle Chester Quan, and Viola and Mary Chen.” Chester Mon
How Quan (1913–2008) later became co-proprietor of Golden Pagoda
10

Between September 1937 and October of 1938, Japanese forces bombed coastal battery
positions at the mouth of the Pearl River in Guangdong. Millions were impacted in the
Second Sino-Japanese War that began after the Marco Polo Bridge Incident.

10 Gum Saan Journal 2018
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restaurant in Central Plaza and Quan Mon Restaurant in the West Plaza;
he was later also president of Chinatown Chamber of Commerce and an
active member of Chinese American Citizens Alliance, Optimist Club, and
of course, the Lung Kong Tin Yee Association. Chester was Him Gin’s first
cousin; their fathers were brothers. Cindy said, “My mother, Mary, said they
never locked the doors upstairs from Dr. Rago in those days. There were
always Quans coming in and out.”
“We went to Castelar School, Central Junior High, and then Belmont
High School. We also went to ZhongHua Chinese school after regular
school on Aliso Street. We had neighbors who were Mexicans and Italians.
But we didn’t play much, we were working. We had to help make a living.”
said Betty. Mary added, “It was hard for us as we had come back from
China, we were ‘FOBs’. We didn’t speak English and were sent to Foreign
Adjustment Class.” Wally added, “We had to climb the hill to go to Central
Junior High School, and sometimes the pachucos11 were waiting for us.”
Mary was 15 when she returned to Los Angeles. “After school, we all had
to go to work. I worked at Phoenix Bakery and rolled the dough for fifty
cents an hour. It smelled so good at the bakery, but it was hard work. Later,
I worked at a curio shop for ten dollars a week. I even worked for Uncle
Chester as manager for Golden Pagoda. That was $100/month. In fact, at
3:00 am, I had to go [to the wholesale market to] get the flowers for the
younger kids to sell. I also got one case of apples, one case of oranges, and
chicken pot pies.”
Wally explained, “During World War II, we were selling flowers to
visiting soldier boys in Chinatown Plaza. They sold real good. We sold
gardenia corsages for 10 cents, 25 cents, and 50 cents. My brother, Frank,
and I also helped parked cars.12 For a nickel, we would sing songs like ‘God
Bless America.’ At that time, my father was head chef at Tuey Far Low. In
the 1930s, my father learned how to fly. But the engine went out, and he
was lucky to glide back to earth. He never flew after that (laughs). My father
opened Grand Star restaurant in 1946. During the war years, this land was a
penny arcade. He couldn’t hire anybody because there were no workers.”
11
12

“Pachucos” are a youth subset of Mexican American culture in the 1940s, usually
dressed in zoot-suits and associated with “social clubs” or gangs.
In those days, automobiles mostly had running boards — a step fitted under the door.
When customers drove into the Chinatown parking lot, the kids would hop on their
running board and direct the driver where to park.
Gum Saan Journal 2018 11
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Mary said, “During the war years, the family moved to 315 Mariposa
Avenue in Los Angeles [Koreatown]. That house is torn down now. Japanese
Americans had to go to [internment] camps so we could get property.
Mariposa was a two-storied house with five or six bedrooms. We often
had parties with big family gatherings.” Wally added, “We also got a celery
farm in Carson. The price was good for one season, but the next season, we
had to throw the plants away. A cousin worked that farm, but he hated it
(laughs). It was hard work under the sun. He hired some Mexicans to help.”
Mary said, “At that time, Italians could find housing because they were
White. But after a while, we started to get to know each other. They even
taught me to make spaghetti and lasagna when I went to the beauty shop on
Cottage Home Street and Broadway.”
Larry added, “My mother, Edith, kept the books for Grand Star. My
mother first married a man with a gambling debt. He had a laundry in
Pennsylvania and she went to live there. She had a baby who died and then
her husband died. She eventually moved back to Los Angeles. I remember
she continued to write to a White pastor in Pennsylvania.” His Aunt Mary
added, “When Edith left, she said I had to take care of the family. I started
driving at 15!” Larry continued, “My father, Robert Jung, was from San
Francisco and he heard about the reputation of the Quon sisters. He came
down here with a couple of other guys during their military furlough. Well,
I was born in 1949.” Robert Jung (1922–2007), was one of seven sons of
a Chinese American pioneer from Kow Kong 九江 who worked in the
meat industry. In 1970, Bob founded the Chinese Grocers Association.
He was also a leader of the Chinese American Citizens Alliance, Chinese
American Museum, Kow Kong Benevolent Association, and president of LA
Chinatown Corporation.
Mary got married in 1947 to Nelson Moy (1922–2001). Mary said,
“After high school, I went to Los Angeles City College. But after the war, a
lot of cousins came to Los Angeles from China. I had to take care of all of
them. I had to run the whole show. I complained to my mother that I had
so much work that I had to quit school because I had no time to study.”
She continued, “Nelson and I started United Poultry, a live poultry shop,
in 1952. We got real friendly with the landowner, Broadway Bill. He had
a hotdog stand. We even traveled on vacations together. A lot of people
wanted to buy the property, but Broadway Bill said he would only sell to
‘my sweetheart, Nelson Moy.’ Finally, Nelson bought the property even
12 Gum Saan Journal 2018
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though we didn’t have the down payment. Later, we opened ‘Moytel.’ A lot
of customers thought we couldn’t spell. We opened Moytel when Cindy was
eight years old.” Cindy helped, “I was born in 1952.” Moytel on Yale Street
was later converted to apartments. Cindy’s mother said, “This was also the
time I had to help take care of my father who was diabetic. I would buy
special snacks for him but when he fell asleep, [grandson] Michael would
steal the special snacks. I would have to go get the snacks again.” Him Gin
Quon died in 1965.
In the 1970s, Nelson Moy smoked ducks for restauranteur Wolfgang
Puck.13 The Moys extended into the Chinese deli business and by the
1970s, United Foods Inc. expanded into gourmet foods under the helm of
Nelson Junior.
Betty got married in 1954. “I went to buy meat, and that’s how I met
Jack.” Jack Ching Lee (1925–2013)14 was born in China and came to San
Francisco in 1947 as he was the son of an American citizen. In 1948, he
became the manager of Yee Sing Chong, a Chinese market in the Central
Plaza, adjacent to the West Gate on Hill Street. In 1964, Jack built a new
Yee Sing Chong, the first modern Chinese American supermarket, on North
Hill Street (formerly Castelar Street) just north of the New Chinatown

Yee Sing Chong market at 966–970 Hill
Street in New Chinatown. The original
owner, Lee Wah Shew (also, spelled Lee
Wah Siu), was Founding President of
the Chinatown Project Association. The
store’s Old Chinatown address was 305
Marchessault Street. Jack Chong Lee,
Betty Quon’s husband, purchased Yee
Sing Chong from Lee Wah Shew in 1951
after working there for three years.
(Photo from Calisphere.)
13
14

In David Kamp’s The United States of Arugula: How We Became a Gourmet Nation
(Broadway Books, 2006) p. 252.
See interview in Gum Saan Journal 2006, pp. 5–9.
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Plaza. He went on to develop Mandarin Plaza, First Public Savings Bank,
and other entrepreneurial activities. Jack had been president of Lee Family
Association and Chinese Chamber of Commerce.
Sister Janet married Jon Hom, an industrial engineer in San Diego, and
author of his own cookbook, Renegade Wok (1997).
“Mama liked to cook. Later, Mama Quon wanted to live real close to the
restaurant so she rented a place at 403 College Street, at the corner of Yale,”
said Mary. Mama Quon’s Grand Star gained quite a reputation. Pioneer disc
jockey, Al Jarvis, would come. There were also Hollywood stars like Charlie
Bronson, Monty Hall, and Doris Day. “One time, Charlie Bronson jumped
over some tables. He was a macho man,” laughed Wally. “One time, Art
Linkletter went into the kitchen to cook with Mama Quon. My mother
was very energetic. She was cooking until she was about 97 years old. She
then fell and fractured her hip. She died when she was 101.” “Grandma
liked keno in Las Vegas,” said Cindy. “One time she won $3000 and so she
wanted to go back all the time,” laughed Wally. Cindy said, “Pupu 婆婆
worked every day. When we grandchildren came by, she would shoo us out
as she wanted to concentrate on her cooking.” Wally said, “Mama Quon
never learned much English. One time she lost her key, and she just started
yelling on the street, ‘Chinatown, Chinatown.’ And she got back.”

Grand Star circa 1970s. Left to right: unknown, Fook
Kong and Irene Li, Betty and Jack Lee, Governor
Brown, Mama Yiu Hay and Wally Quon,
unknown couple in the back.
(Photo courtesy of Wally Quon.)

Wally reminisced,
“Mama Quon made great
oxtail soup.” “And lo
mein,” pipped in Cindy.
“Nobody makes that
braised noodle like Pupu.”
Wally added, “What
about her chow mein?
Mama Quon cooked all
Chinese. She did have a
lot of support; we had
four chefs.” Frank and
Wally were the front men
and ran the bar. Wally
would play the piano and
sing Sinatra-like music.
Frank sang jazz standards
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with various groups that played at the bar. Today, Frank’s son, Tony Quon,
runs Grand Star Jazz Club.
When Mama Quon died in 1999, Myrna Loy of the Los Angeles Times
wrote, “She gained fame — as did her restaurant — for her ‘Mama Quon
specials,’ including oxtail soup, pork hash with duck liver, winter melon
soup, Peking duck and other Cantonese dishes that fans referred to as
‘Chinese soul food.’ She pan-fried chow mein and egg foo yong for hungry
crowds that included such Hollywood celebrities as Charles Bronson and
Tony Curtis” (16 July 1999).
Cindy said, “That was the culture of the time. Everyone had to work
in Chinatown. Even our generation, we worked after school.” Larry
added, “I worked at my father’s butcher store when he was down on First
Street. I started when I was seven or eight.” Him Gin and Mama Quon
had twenty-five grandchildren. And Grand Star is in its 8th decade in the
Chinatown Plaza.

Children of Him Gin and Yiu Hai Quon.
(Photo courtesy of Cindy Fujimoto.)
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Louie Family 雷家,
K.G. Louie Co.
K.G. Louie Co has been a mainstay of Chinatown’s Central Plaza at the
junction of Gin Ling Way and Sun Mun Way. It was opened on 25 June
1938, the inaugural day of Chinatown’s Central Plaza.
Ping Yuen Louie (1898–1946) came to
the United States on merchant status near
1917. He was from Gong Yick (Gongyi
公益, a port in Toisan), Guangdong. He
established his curio shop in Stockton.
Seeking better financial opportunities for
his growing family, he came to Los Angeles
near 1935 and had a curio store near 7th
and Hope Streets.
Ping Yuen was approached by the
developers of New Chinatown to form the
nucleus of shops and restaurants in the
Central Plaza. According to the Chinatown
Left of Tuey Far Low restaurant’s
Business Improvement District history, K.
stairway entrance is K.G. Louie
gifts circa 1939.
G. Louie is listed as one of the 28 founders
of Los Angeles Chinatown. He was the
(Photo courtesy of Los Angeles
auditor. He named the store after his given
Public Library Photo Collection.)
name, Kock Gin. He also used the named
Garfong. As owners, the Louies are part of the L.A. Chinatown Corporation
that manages the gates and the common areas of Central Plaza. Ronald
Louie has been a Board member since 1968.
Ping Yuen and his wife, Lee Shee, had nine children. The oldest two,
Betty and Henry, emigrated from China. Virginia, Edna, Hoover, and
Raymond were born in Stockton. The three youngest, Eugene, William, and
Ronald were born in Los Angeles.
The 1940 census lists Garfong Louie (43) as living at 1126 E. 22nd
Street with Lee She (sic) (41), Henry (15), Edna (9), Virginia (9), Hoover
(8), Raymond (6), Eugene (5), William (3), and Ronald (1). Hoover Louie
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said that the 1940 census should have listed his sister, Virginia, as being 10
years of age.
Unfortunately, Ping Yuen passed away suddenly in 1946. Lee Shee
continued to manage the store with the support of her nine children. After
Lee Shee died in 1961, the siblings continued to operate the curio shop.
The Louie family has been generous to the Chinese Historical Society,
Friends of Chinatown Library, Castelar School, and other community
organizations. They were recipients of the 2013 CHSSC Golden Spike Award.
From Edna Louie Young, the fourth sibling, born in Stockton:
Many Chinese used different names; my father had three. I remember
he would sign my report cards with “Garfong Louie.” I know he was
innovative, entrepreneurial, and outgoing. Dad was just getting into his
prime when he passed away from a brain aneurysm. It was quite a shock.
He wasn’t even fifty years of age.
I don’t know when my parents first came to America. We spoke Szeyup
四邑 until my mother passed away, and then I lost the language. I was
born in the U.S. — in Stockton — and my oldest sister, Betty, is ten years
older than me. Dad had a curio shop in Stockton and then in Los Angeles.
I remember we were living on 22nd Street in the middle of the African
American community. At 20th Street School near San Pedro Street, we
were the only Chinese kids and we would get picked on so badly that we
ate our lunch in the principal’s office. I remember we had a pet rabbit that I
loved very much, but it got to the point when the rabbit had to become our

Front from left to right bottom row:
Ronald, William, Eugene. Middle row:
Raymond, Hoover, Lee Shee, Garfong,
Edna. Back row: Virginia, Betty Louie
Jowe/Chew, Henry Fong.
(Photo courtesy of Louie family.)
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dinner. I remember Ronnie, our youngest, was born in our kitchen. That’s
just the way things were back then.
But Dad did better with the Chinatown Plaza store during the war
years. In fact, I was in San Francisco on vacation with my mother and Dad’s
younger brother when we got the phone call to come home immediately
for Dad. My uncle drove us back, and Mom cried all the way home. We
were too late. Mom then had to take over. I was her right-hand. I went to
Belmont High, Chinese school, and then I had to go to the store, and then
do all the cooking. There were five little boys still at home. For me, Mom
was strict.
Betty was already married. Both she and Virginia married young. Henry
was working in the aeronautics industry. Mom thought I would be an old
maid because I was too tall. After high school, I secretly attended classes at
Los Angeles City College and got my degree. I didn’t tell my mother until I
graduated. She didn’t react one way or the other. The boys were encouraged
to go to college but not the girls. The boys got everything in those days.
When I married in 1953, I stopped working at the store. The boys were
getting older so they could manage things.
Dad brought Uncle #3 and Uncle #4 over. After Dad passed away,
mother brought over his sister. She bought a store for Uncle #4 and Uncle
#3 was into the aeronautics industry just like Henry.

Harry Quillen’s photographs of K. G. Louie’s funeral procession in 1946.
(Photos courtesy of Calisphere.)
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From Hoover Louie, the fifth sibling, a Certified Public Accountant in
Chinatown. He and his wife, Dr. Ruby Ling Louie, have been longtime
supporters of CHSSC. This is partly excerpted from Gum Saan Journal 2013,
p. 6:
The Soo Yuen Benevolent Association is made up of Louie/Lui/Lei,
Fong/Fang, and Kwong/Kwan families. They are blood brothers from
Kaiping County’s history. My father was treasurer of the association.
My grandfather came to America in 1895 and was an importer of
Chinese curios. The Louie clan that supported his travels to the U.S.,
did not want him to compete with them in San Francisco, so he picked
Stockton, the most eastern port city in California. He brought his eldest
son, my father, to work with him. My father was the eldest of six children,
with two sisters and three younger brothers. Later, Grandfather returned to
China and left the business to my father.
We came to Los Angeles in 1934, as business was bad in Stockton. The
new gift shop was on Hope and 7th Street. When New Chinatown opened,
we opened K.G. Louie in the Plaza. We were living near 22nd Street in
South Central Los Angeles; Dad would take the streetcar back home. When
the business got established, we moved to Chinatown.
When I was a youngster working at the store, a man bought a pair of
bedroom slippers for his girlfriend. Half an hour later, he came back and
wanted his money returned. He had worn the slippers while walking on the
streets, and he said the slippers fell apart. My mother said that these were
house slippers, not street shoes, and refused to refund the money. He said he
would then block the entrance to stop other customers from coming in. Of
course, K.G. Louie had two entrances. The man could not understand why
customers kept coming out.
During World War II, the store was always crowded. One of the men in
a group picked up a brass bowl and dropped it into his friend’s pocket. I saw
this. I snuck up to the friend and retrieved the bowl without his knowing.
After they left, the friend told his victim that he had stolen an item. But
they couldn’t find it. He was baffled. I believe he may be baffled to this day.
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From William Louie, the eighth of nine siblings. William was born in Los
Angeles and a school teacher:
I went to Castelar Street Elementary School and, as we lived across
the street, I was often tardy. Playing a lot on the school grounds are fond
memories.
My first job [aside from helping at K.G. Louie], was volunteering for the
YMCA and representing them at the Alpine Park Playground on Yale Street.
Later, I became the Assistant Director of the Alpine Park Playground and
worked there for several years.
I attended Belmont High
School, and after graduating,
attended Los Angeles City College
and then Cal State Los Angeles
— where I received my teaching
credential. During my teaching
career, I taught at El Sereno
Junior High, Venice High School,
Medical Magnet, and Gage Junior
High School in the Huntington
Park District.

CEE TRACK
Roi~ l: H. Tepper. O. lloyb.~I. F. \'akk1~ D. Fernandez. 0. \l.iry,um. J- Panagioh5
(Co-Capt.), II. 11.mgel,P. Auslri.,. Rnot· 2. C. '\. \1u1Lud (Cooch). J. r.,mamoto (\lgr.).
H. Kilmchi {\lgr.). K K,l11-iwada,K. Wisc, C. llnn·~·. Wm. Louie. T. Heyes (\!gr.),
,. Burlon (Coach).

William Louie with glasses is on top right.
(Photo from 1953

In 1963, I married Katherine
Belmont High School Yearbook.)
Chin and she bought me a 1963
Corvette. Katherine passed away in 2012. I married again; I married my
grammar school sweetheart in 2015 and she bought me a 2015 Corvette. I
never had children, but I have my cars (laughs).
Having lived most of my life in the Chinatown area, over the years I have
seen a surge of ongoing changes with the overwhelming construction of
apartment complexes, commercial spaces, restaurants, offices, etc.
We were born and raised in this K.G. Louie store, so we just keep going.
The large vases and artifacts on the higher level of the walls, I don’t know
who put them there or why they are there; they have always been part of
the store. We did lose a figurine in an earthquake. My brothers and sisters
all had careers, but still would take turns coming in about once a week to
manage the store. I guess we had enough brothers and sisters so all the days
were covered.
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Our K.G. Louie store has been at the center of the Chinatown Plaza
since 1938. I love coming here, this is my place. I’m connected to the
business, to the tradition, and to my mother and my father here.

William Louie at the store, 2017.
(Photo courtesy of CHSSC.)

William Louie below his parents’
photos at the store, 2017.
(Photo courtesy of CHSSC.)
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Henry Chung Leong 張仲和,
Quon Yick Noodle Company 厰麵益均
Henry Leong grew up in his parents’ Quon Yick
Noodle Company in Chinatown. His father, Shew
San Leong, served in World War II to gain U.S.
citizenship. Shew San founded the mom and pop
business in 1956. Today, Quon Yick noodle boxes
are a familiar sight in many kitchens. Henry’s sons
are the third generation at Quon Yick. This is from
an interview in August of 2017 at Quon Yick
headquarters, now in the San Gabriel Valley. Henry
Leong has served on the Board of CHSSC.

Henry Leong, 2017.
(Photo from CHSSC .)

Shew San Leong 張棟樑 (1903? –1999)
My father was a paper son. He had to study the coaching books before
entering through Angel Island in 1928. Our last name is really Jung 張,
but we adopted Leong 梁. My
father came from the Hoiping
(Kaiping, 開平). His paper
birthday is 1909, but he was
probably born near 1903. I
never knew my grandparents.
Later, my father helped his
uncles and cousins to immigrate
here. Quon Yick Noodles
sponsored quite a few. Like
other immigrants, Dad sent
Shew San Leong.
money back to China to support
(Photos courtesy his family members there, and
of Leong family.)
even to build a school.
We have snapshots of parts
of my father’s life. We asked him questions, but he was evasive. He didn’t
elaborate on stuff. He was probably paranoid of Immigration Services.
When Pop first came to San Francisco, his paper father, Chuck Leen
Leong, was an herbalist in San Francisco Chinatown. His real father had
been a merchant and businessman. Dad had to pay off the $1000 fee to be
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a paper son, so he was fairly much a slave in that herbal shop. In March of
1943, he joined the United States Army Air Force. He said he did guard
duty. After he got out of the service, he got his U.S. citizenship. He went
back to China to buy himself a wife from Hoiping who was almost twenty
years his junior. My mother’s maiden name was Loo Kwan Ying.15
My parents may have stayed in San Francisco briefly before coming
down to Los Angeles. My dad was working at an herb store on Spring
Street. Again, I’m not sure about the exact details. I thought he owned the
herb store, but a friend said his father owned that store.16 My mother was
sorting tomatoes at the produce market. After that, she worked in sewing
factories as a seamstress. They were renting a house on Grand Avenue, near
Sunset, now Cesar Chavez Avenue.
They started popping out children. My older brother, William, was born
in 1949; he was delivered by a neighbor. My older sister, Lily, was also born
in that house in 1950. My sister popped out onto my mother’s apron while
she was gardening the squashes. I was born in 1951 at the French Hospital,
one of thousands of babies delivered by Dr. Sue. Sixteen years after me was
my little sister, Lotus. We are so proud of Lotus as she is now an officer with
LAPD. We were all Castelar School kids.
Dad dabbled in a several ventures. He bought a sock-making machine
at one time. He was going to light the fire making socks, but it didn’t work
out. He lost a lot of money trying out glass carving. He did some art. He
tried to get into photography. He worked for Fong-Fong Bakery-Soda
Fountain on Grant Street in San Francisco too. During the 1940 Golden
Gate International Exposition, Dad sold their famous ginger ice cream.
After the herb store on Spring Street, he was the stir fry cook at Far East
Café in Little Tokyo. They are Jungs too although we are not really family.
I think the Lung Kong Tin Yee Family Association17 introduced Dad to the
Jungs at Far East Café. They say necessity is the mother of invention. Dad
needed to make some money for his growing family.
15

16
17

Immigration records show that Shew San Leong (38) and Leung Lo Kwan Ying (23)
came into Oakland on 6 May 1948. Their address was listed as 688 N. Spring Street.
Los Angeles records show Shew San Leong as being registered to vote in 1950, 1952,
and 1954.
The interior shelving and cabinetry from Hing Yuen Hong 天然堂 herb store are now
displayed at the Chinese American Museum at El Pueblo Park.
The Four Brothers Association established in 1876 in San Francisco, included the Jung,
Lew, Quan, and Chew families.
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I was in the sandbox at Castelar when my father started the noodle
business in 1956. Dad was fifty-two or so. Dad had bought some used
noodle-making machines from Oakland. There was a mixer that could hold
about 25 pounds of flour. The rolling and cutting machine, 3 feet by 2 feet,
was in our back yard. There were already several noodle companies: Peking
Noodles18, Kai Mei, Main On, Eastern, and Nanka Seimen.19 They were all
pumping out noodles like crazy in the Los Angeles downtown area. We were
the last of that old group; we were then the new kid on that block. After
that, there were always small pop-ups that made noodles in their home or
garage. We didn’t have an ancient family recipe for noodles or anything like
that; it was pure trial and error.
Quon Yick was a one-man business in a 750-square feet warehouse
at 859 W. Sunset Boulevard near Figueroa. At first, my mom remained a
seamstress. Eventually, Mom started helping Dad fulltime. Pop was making
deliveries all over. He did the sales, manufacturing, bookkeeping, research
and development, as well as delivery.
He started with making fresh noodles.
Then he went to making wonton skin
and dry noodles. Pop was always trying
to improve the business by trying
new methods or new machines, and
creating new products.
Soon after, Dad got into making
fortune cookies too. He bought the
fortune cookie machine used. I believe
he got that machine from Fugetsu-Do’s
Brian Kito’s relative. Brian claims his
relative invented the fortune cookie
machine.20
18
19
20

Shew San Leong’s original artwork at
Quon Yick Noodle headquarters.
(Photo from CHSSC.)

Peking Noodle Company was established by Tong Ying Woo in 1924. Mr. Tong came
to Los Angeles in 1918.
Nanka Seimen was established in 1905 by Masakichi Tokunaga, who brought the
noodle-making machine from Japan for his restaurant in Little Tokyo.
The Fugetsu-Do website suggests that Brian’s grandfather, and founder of FugetsuDo on East First Street, Seiichi Kito, invented the fortune cookie-making machine.
Fugetsu-Do was founded in 1903. Seiichi was from Gifu. In Kyoto by the 1800s, they
made cookies with o-mikuji, strips of paper with random fortunes. An alternative claim
is that David Jung, who founded Hong Kong Noodle Company in Los Angeles in
1916, invented the fortune cookies by 1918.
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I remember making those fortune cookies as a young boy — a child
slave. You have to go fast or you’ll burn your fingers. We got paid one dollar
to make a can of fortune cookies. That was about 35 or 40 minutes of
work. There were 500 cookies in that large tub. I spent my money on comic
books, potato chips…
When Joyce Law was going to Cal State LA, she was one of our parttime workers pinching those fortune cookies. After 1971, Joyce went on
to be with the Chinatown Service Center. It was Joyce who took me to my
driving test at DMV when I turned 16. Our friendship sure goes back a
long way.
Dad bought the duplex on Grand near Sunset. He acquired the house
even though Chinese Americans were still not able to buy property. The
Chinese guy who was renting the other unit in the duplex was working at
the famous Clifton’s Cafeteria on Broadway and Seventh. He was stylish; he
even got himself a small black and white television.
Pop said, quon yick means “it benefits all”. Over the years, my father was
always supportive of the family association. They had old Chinese opera
shows, and we would all go and provide noodles. He actually provided
noodles and support for a lot of Chinatown nonprofit social activities. I
remember when the First Chinese Baptist Church was just starting out in
the 1950s. Customer service sometimes meant giving rides to people, or
taking time to chat. I’ve followed my father’s footsteps in that way and try
to lend some support to the community.
We were at the factory on Sunset and Figueroa for ten years. Mom and
Pop worked. From when I was a kid, I was the translator for everything. By
then, Dad had hired one Mexican guy. After being with us for a while, that
Mexican guy got stabbed and killed near Johnny’s Liquor.
In 1966, we moved to 622 Alpine Street near Cleveland Street. Pop built
that place from the ground up. The factory was downstairs and we lived
upstairs. The lot was about 3000 square feet, 30 x 100, and the factory was
2100 square feet. Mom still lives upstairs at that address.
At first, Chinatown was our rice bowl. There were a few Chinese
restaurants outside the area. Larry Wong, who owned Golden Dragon, had
another restaurant in the Long Beach area; I remember going with Pop
down there to carry stuff. At that time, most people fried the thin noodles.
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The restaurants would make it almost like hash browns; nobody does that
anymore. Pop made the kind of noodles you could stir-fry. Gradually, Pop
got bigger machines. We got second-hand machines from Nanka Seimen.
By 1976, we moved to 2730 N. Main Street. Dad retired. By that time, I
was out of high school; I started to take over. My pop didn’t want me to go
to college. My mom tried to encourage me. She wanted me to wear a tie and
be white collar. She was typical of moms of our time.
Growing Up in Chinatown
I don’t understand color lines. We dealt with every color in Chinatown;
that was life. There were Mexicans, there were other people, but we never
thought about it. Chinese were not the majority of Chinatown in those
days. We just co-existed. I was being bullied. I was a fat little Chinese guy
that was easy to pick on. If I got into a fight, the other Chinese kids would
scatter the other way. It was every man for himself. One time I cried and
told my mom about being bullied, and she yelled at me. After that, you just
never say anything. You get more lip from your mom than it was worth. I
had to fend for myself.
My parents favored the older son. They wanted my older siblings to go
to school and be “successful.” Of course, I was never a good student and
would have been labeled ADHD today. I thought I was a good student, and
I was real surprised at the poor grades on my report cards (laughs).
When I was about ten years old, I knew I was going to have a bad report
card. I planned ahead, and I decided to run away from home. I thought I
was pretty ingenious. I packed a paper bag with some clothes and my mitt. I
left a window open so I could climb back in the house as I didn’t have a key.
I made myself a shoe shine box so I could go shine shoes to make money. I
was also going to sell newspapers. My friend had a hotel near Olvera Street
so I thought I would stay there. I left a note with the tune “nobody loves
me so I’m leaving…” I actually left but before it got dark, my father found
me. My father hauled me back to the Sunset factory and beat me good. We
used bamboo sticks to hang noodles and my dad used those on me until
the sticks broke. He was also yelling at me. When he stopped, my mom got
more sticks and picked up where he left off. By that time, we kids had been
going to Chinese Assembly of God church (now in Lincoln Heights) and I
attended Sunday school regularly. So I was praying, “God, if you spare my
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life, I’ll do anything. I’ll work diligently at the factory. But spare my life.” In
psychoanalyzing that moment, it became my mindset. My life was spared,
and I felt obligated to work at the noodle factory as I had promised God. It
was hard for me to go to college so the factory was my fallback.
After school each day, my older sister and brother would do their
homework. But it was a given that I went to the factory. Maybe I didn’t
have homework. All my life, I’ve worked at the factory. Even as a kid, I
was doing repairs on the machines. Pop would drive me down to Andrew’s
Hardware on Seventh and Union to buy parts. I never got paid and I didn’t
think about it.
For spending money to chase skirts, I had to find part-time work after
working at the noodle factory. I pumped gas at the Mobil station on Grand
and Cesar Chavez (now a Burger King). In junior high, I sold LA Times
newspaper subscriptions; it was like begging. I took the bus and did the
graveyard shift at Pioneer Chicken in Echo Park.
I graduated from Belmont High School in 1969. My plan was to go to
Vietnam. When registering for selective service, I intentionally didn’t take
the college exemption. My brother had enlisted earlier in the Marine Corps;
he wanted to use the G. I. Bill to pay for his college. I graduated with a 2.7
GPA; I was not college material. With my brother already gone, my father
wasn’t going to let me enlist. But I thought if I got drafted, he couldn’t say
anything. But at that time, they came up with the draft lottery. My number
was 314. Oh man, hell would freeze over before they got to number 314.
I never went to Vietnam. I couldn’t go to college either. So I continued to
work at the factory. That’s what it was like growing up in Chinatown. That’s
all I knew.
After the Marine Corps, my brother went to Cal Poly at San Luis
Obispo. He then got a job working for a printing company. He did his own
thing. My older sister, Lily, became a teacher at Castelar.
After high school, I was taking classes at LA Trade Tech, and I thought
about being an auto mechanic. I actually got a job at the LAPD garage.
I went through all the personnel stuff. I was supposed to start work on
Monday. That weekend, my mother and sister were in New York. And my
father was in the hallway, complaining about not feeling well. He was sick,
and he didn’t know who would open the factory for our two employees.
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I never went to the LAPD job. I ended up opening the factory on that
Monday. My father was old, and we had our baby sister. I was living upstairs
from the factory. It was the logical step. There were no alternatives.
My fiancé was going to UCLA, and she never forgave me for giving up
that job with LA City. Her mother really wanted me to be white collar. We
still got married before I turned twenty-one.
In 1976, I moved the factory to 2730 N. Main in Lincoln Heights. I
never thought about getting out of the noodle factory; it was what I had to
do. When you are doing it, you just focus on the next step. I didn’t really
think about things. I just tried to fix things when they got broken. My
father retired, and he was an old man. He started doing tai chi at Alpine
Playground. He would go with the boys to have coffee at McDonald’s. I also
had to think about my mother and my baby sister.
I moved out of Chinatown by myself. I moved to a house for $38,000 in
Alhambra; I’d kill for that now. Then I moved to Monterey Park, back to a
townhouse in Alhambra, and then to West Covina. I got married again in
1985. I bought my father’s house on Grand and Cesar Chavez, and I rebuilt
it. My three kids grew up there.
Main Street factory got crowded fast. By 1994, we had another factory
in Vernon for about six years. I wanted to move the two factories together
so we found this place in El Monte. We moved here in 2001. My mother
was always growing winter melons and fruits. One of the stipulations for the
new property is that Mom could continue to work at the factory, her baby,
and still grow her garden.
Returning to Chinatown
Between church and the noodle factory, I really didn’t get into all the
1960–70s activism that was around us. Chinatown had been ruled by the
Associations, but they were getting to be like dinosaurs. In the olden days,
CCBA was the one who gave everyone cemetery plots so Chinese could
get buried. But by the 1970s, Chinatown Service Center and Don Toy’s
Chinatown Teenpost came into being. With Cathay Bank established,
Chinese Americans were moving their muscles.
I had been with the Chinese Chamber of Commerce as Quon Yick
sponsored Miss Chinatown candidates. But things snowballed. After I
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moved back to the Chinatown area in 1985, I started getting involved. My
business had actually moved out of Chinatown. Chinatown wasn’t our rice
bowl anymore. We distribute our noodles widely. But Chinatown was now
my backyard. I had to take care of my own backyard. I got involved with
Chinatown Public Safety Association, Chinese Historical Society, Chinese
American Museum, San Gabriel Valley Chinese Cultural Association, and
those things. It seemed logical. You got to take care of the weeds in your
own backyard, right?
Back in the day, Chinatown was a happening place. But it kind of got
dumpy. The Wah Ching gang was actually started by my cousin. My family
had brought over this cousin from Indonesia. He is just a little older than
me. Like me, he was short, and we were being bullied while in high school.
He was in ESL and all that. He liked to hang out at Alpine Playground. But
he didn’t take the bullying; he fought back. When the Mexicans came after
him, he got his buddies and fought back. He said, “This is Chinatown. You
can’t do that to us in Chinatown. We are the Chinese Young Men’s Club.”
Wah Chings affected my thinking. I never got involved, but my cousin was
standing up for Chinese. Wah Chings were immigrants. We Americanborn weren’t fighting for our pride; we were quietly going to school and
making money. I did not like the idea that the image of Chinatown was
crappy. Chinatown was known for gangs and sewing factories. My peers and
I had never known color lines in Chinatown. Some of them were making
the great escape to Monterey Park. I didn’t like all that. I wanted Chinese
Americans to be painted with a different brush. I was very sensitive to that.
When they started the Chinatown BID (Business Improvement
District), I jumped in with both feet. I also wanted to improve the image
of Chinatown. I saw that the Japanese Americans built up the Japanese
American National Museum. I wanted Chinese Americans to get more
mainstream. Our Chinatown Chamber of Commerce started to get involved
with downtown politics.
These days, I’m trying to stay out of Quon Yick. I’ve got my sons, Daniel
and Matthew, planning ahead. We really have to change. Food regulations
in the United States are putting a lot of pressure on us. As of 2012, food
safety is under Department of Homeland Security, and there’s a lot more
federal regulations. I feel I’m out of my element. I don’t have the science
background needed for this business today. More and more, we can’t do
things like a mom and pop business. This factory in El Monte has also
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been impacted by zoning laws. If I ever moved, I would lose a lot of our
investments. We would have to rebuild the factory. All our machines and
our whole property is custom for Quon Yick.
My dad always used to say in his chinglish, “Don’t do anything else,
just do business. Business is like a tree or a living thing. If it is alive, it’s
growing.” That became my benchmark. We are either growing as a business
or we must be dying. So do more, be more. It was day by day. Now, things
have to have better long-term planning. My father never had a plan. He
barely spoke English; he used a kid, me, as his interpreter. There’s no
way today that you could start like he did then. But my father and his
generation, they started with nothing, and they built the community. That
generation paved the way even for today’s immigrants. Too many people
take what they achieved for granted.

Quon Yick noodle box.

Daniel, Matthew, Henry, and Kwan Ying Leong
— three generations at Quon Yick Noodle
in El Monte, 2017.
(Photo from CHSSC.)
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Robert M. Lee 李顯華,
Jin Hing Company 珍與金鋪
Born in 1946, Robert Lee is a third-generation proprietor of Jin Hing Company
and an expert in Chinese antiquities. Jin Hing at 412 Bamboo Lane is packed
full of wonderful and unique treasures from petit point embroidery to high
quality jade to cloisonné ware. A graduate of UCLA’s MBA program, Bob was
the 70th member of our Chinese Historical Society and a recipient of the Golden
Spike Award in 2013. This was written by Bob Lee in August and September
of 2017.
Jin Hing Co is the oldest operating
Chinese jewelry store in Southern
California. It is one of the oldest
continuously operating Chinese jewelry
stores in California, and maybe of the
entire United States. Four generations
of the Lees have worked at the store.
Customers come in who say their mother
and grandmother got their engagement
ring here. Some men remember being
fascinated with the model car collection
my brother, Norman, had on display years
ago. Others tell about standing on the
chair near the mirror so they could look
Robert Lee in front of display
over the counter to see what their parents
cases purchased after 1942
Executive Order 9066.
were buying. Jewelry, be it Chinese gold,
or jade was the gift to be given. Jewelry was
(Photo courtesy of CHSSC.)
the most appropriate and prized gift for
weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, and one-month old baby parties. It was
a Chinese tradition and ingrained in the culture of Chinese in America. Jin
Hing Co. played a big part in that tradition in Southern California.
Jin Hing is also a very unusual jewelry store in that it also carries antique
and ethnic jewelry, antique jades, stones, porcelains and ceramics. There are
old textiles, books on Chinese antiques, snuff bottles, and curios that are of
a higher quality than the typical Chinatown gift store. In many ways, it is a
reflection of the Chinese community it has served since 1933 as well as the
family that has run it for four generations.
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My Grandfather, Lee King Yee (1886–1950)
My grandfather, Lee King Yee was born in 1886. He was from Shundak
(Shunde 信德) in the Samyup district of Guangdong. Both he and his wife
were orphans. He came from a family of goldsmiths and apprenticed for
seven years to become a master craftsman. My father said that Grandfather
was not a good businessman, but sought opportunities to better his family.
After my father was born, he moved his family to Guangxi province, then
back to Guangdong, and then went alone to Gold Mountain — America.
My father told me that Guangxi was an area where gold was mined. He said
that if you bought a live duck, you would carefully examine the entrails after
slaughter because sometimes it contained gold that the duck had swallowed
while feeding in the river. Grandfather had six children in total, but the
2nd, 3rd, and 4th died in infancy in Guangxi.
In 1924, my grandfather immigrated to San Francisco. He had a cousin
who was the manager of Jing Chong Jewelry Store at 728 Jackson Street.
My grandfather bought a share of the store to gain “merchant” status which
was common practice in the Chinese communities in America. However, he
worked at Tin Wo (T’ien Ho) Goldsmiths on Grant Avenue. Tin Wo was
owned by Caucasians and paid better wages. My father said my grandfather
was highly regarded for his jewelry-making skills and was the highest
paid goldsmith in Chinatown. He was paid $75 per month. He would
supplement his pay by making jewelry in his rooming house after work.
One of our family’s most prized
possessions is a gold snuff bottle made
by my grandfather. It is currently on
display at the Los Angeles County Art
Museum in the Chinese Snuff Bottles
from Southern California Collections
Exhibit (Oct 2016 to Jan 2018). The
bottle has an interesting history. Grace
Nicholson, the antique dealer, built her
Chinese-styled Treasure House (now
the home of the USC-Pacific Asian
Lee King Yee working at a jewelers Museum) at 46 North Los Robles
bench ca 1930. Avenue in Pasadena in the 1920’s. She
was a self- taught expert in American
(Photo courtesy of Robert Lee.)
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Indian art who expanded into Chinese
and Asian art after supplies of Indian art
became scarce. One of her suppliers was
Tin Wo Goldsmiths. Gold snuff bottles
are very rare, so between 1925 and 1928,
she commissioned some bottles from my
grandfather. Grandfather used the designs
that he had used to make other jewelry such
as buckles. Grandfather made rubbings of
some of his work — including the bottles
— as his portfolio-catalog, which we still
have. We now know of five bottles that were
made for Grace Nicholson.
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Lee King Yee’s gold snuff bottle
is 50mm in height.

Two of the gold bottles, including the one on exhibit, were purchased
by Florence Rand Lang, the daughter and heir of one of the founders of
Ingersoll-Rand. Lang had been a long-time friend and client of Nicholson.
Her important collection of American Indian art had been formed for the
most part by Nicholson. Lang was a co-founder and major benefactor of the
Montclair Museum in New Jersey. At her death in 1943, a major portion of
her estate, including over 400 snuff bottles, was bequeathed to the Museum.
Grace Nicholson continued to buy things from my grandfather after he
moved to Los Angeles and started Jin Hing. Although my grandfather
made some gold bottles in the 1940’s, he always considered the ones made
for Grace Nicholson before the Great Depression to be his best. My father
had thought that Grace Nicholson had commissioned four bottles. By the
1970’s, we had traced three of them and had the opportunity to buy them
back. At that time, they had been too expensive for my father.
Following the publication of the book Chinese Snuff Bottles: The
Adventures of a Collector by Lilla Perry in 1960, snuff bottles became very
popular and Los Angeles was a center of snuff bottle collecting. Perry lived
near the Ambassador Hotel. We became a major dealer in snuff bottles and
joined the International Chinese Snuff Bottle Society when it was founded
in 1968. In 1980, the Society had a convention in New York City which
I attended. Included was a tour to the Montclair Museum. Much to my
surprise and delight, I saw not just the sought-after fourth gold bottle, but
an unbeknown-to-us fifth bottle.
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In 1987, the Montclair Museum collection of Chinese snuff bottles
were sold at auction in New York. The current management of the museum
decided that the snuff bottles of their founder and patron, Ms. Lang, did
not fit in their museum which focused on “American” (including Native
American) and Western/European art. I was determined to buy the two gold
bottles my grandfather had made and bring them home. I succeeded.
In the 1920’s when Grandfather came to Gold Mountain, America
was prosperous, especially compared to Guangdong. China had lost wars
to foreign powers and was forced to pay huge indemnities. The country
was poor. The Qing Dynasty had fallen, but the Republican government
that replaced it was weak. Warlords, civil unrest, and bandits ruled the
countryside; and there was general turmoil and uncertainty. In San
Francisco, Chinese jewelry was in high demand. One business directory
listed more goldsmith stores than butcher shops. Chinese considered jade
the stone of heaven which had all the properties of a “gentleman,” as well as
power to protect the wearer.
My father said that Dai Sing Moh, the matriarch of the Grand Star
Restaurant, always wore a solid jade bangle bracelet. On several occasions
when she could have been injured, the jade bangle she was wearing cracked,
and by cracking, it is believed it absorbed the harm that she might have
suffered. My brother, Van, served in the Army during the Vietnam War.
My father, being an anxious parent, gave him a Lifesaver-shaped jade “pi”
(bi 璧)to wear when he left for boot camp. Van must have felt very safe and
protected during his service in the Army because he never came home. He
continues to live in this day where the Army stationed him — in Hawaii.
These are two testimonies of the protective power of jade and why Chinese
love jade.
Chinese jewelry and art uses decorative motifs that convey wishes of
good fortune and blessings from the giver. The bat, a homonym for the
word “fook” (fu 福) symbolizes happiness; the peach symbolizes longevity;
the pomegranate symbolizes fertility; the fish symbolizes prosperity; and so
on. By surrounding oneself with these symbols, the feeling of well-being is
obtained. Culturally, gold jewelry was the gift of choice for all the important
events in life such as one-month baby birthday, wedding tea ceremony,
anniversaries, and important birthdays. This also meant gold was not just
gifts for family and friends who lived in America, but also those who were
back in China. I asked my father why Chinese in America would buy gold
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jewelry here to send or take back to China, when they probably could buy
similar jewelry that was made in China for less. Dad said that Chinese
jewelry is usually marked with stamps of both the gold content (pure gold,
90%, 18K, etc) and also the maker or store name. Families back in China
knew which stores were in Gum Saan and which were in Canton, and
there was a cachet of bringing a gift of jewelry all the way across the Pacific.
That was worth the slight premium in higher labor cost of jewelry made in
Gum Saan.
Gold, especially pure gold, was also a traditional store of value; it was the
emergency fund and safe bank account for people all over Asia. Banks were
not regulated and often failed. Paper money, often issued by the banks was
suspect and often lost its value. Silver coins were often counterfeit. Chinese
gold jewelry was usually sold by gold weight plus labor, and the labor cost
was low in proportion to the cost of the jewelry so it could be sold for
close to its original cost. Pure gold jewelry was compact and could easily be
assayed and sold or bartered for other goods and services. My father said
that his mother and two younger brothers who were fortunate to flee to
Macau during WWII, would have starved without the few gold coins and
gold jewelry that my grandfather had sent them before the war. By selling
gold, bits at a time, they were able to buy shelter and food. In more recent
times, I heard these same stories over and over from Chinese from Southeast
Asia, and from Vietnamese and Cambodian refugees. They sold gold and
gold jewelry to flee the turmoil of war in their homelands. The Chinese
goldsmiths in America were busy because they were not just serving the
small local population, but a much larger population of families separated
by the Pacific Ocean, but also as a small store of wealth for savings and
security for possible turbulent times.
My Father, Leon F. Lee (1911–2010)
After my grandfather moved to San Francisco, my father, his two
younger brothers and his mother lived in their country home in
Guangdong. My father often said that he enjoyed living there; there was a
lot to learn about nature that was not available in the city. However, living
in the countryside was dangerous. After the home was attacked by bandits
whom his mother warded off with a spear, they moved to Canton. My
father was seventeen and had just graduated from high school when he
immigrated to San Francisco. He told us that during his interview at Angel
Island, he wore a Western suit, and tried to present himself as a studentGum Saan Journal 2018 35
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scholar and the son of a merchant. He had no
trouble getting through immigration. Though
he had studied some English in Canton, it was
not very good. He was placed in an elementary
school in San Francisco, then a junior high.
My mother told me that his junior high class
had many students who became successful
businessmen including Tommy Fong who
later owned Tommy’s Jewelry and some wax
museums, and a Mr. Lau who settled in Orange
County in the grocery and finance business.
After school, Father went to Jing Chong Co.,
where his father had a partnership share and
made himself useful in whatever he was told
to do. He not only learned to make jewelry,
Leon Lee circa 1928.
but also to cook for the staff meals. Chinese
businesses of that time, and even today, provided (Photo courtesy of Robert Lee)
good meals to retain their employees. He became
a proficient Chinese cook. Dick Wong, who apprenticed as a goldsmith at
Jing Chong before coming to Los Angeles in the late 1920’s to start Tin Hing
Goldsmiths, also learned to cook there, according to his daughter Eugenie
Wong Young. She told me her father was also a very good Chinese cook.
The Great Depression hit in 1929, and things got very bad for the gold
jewelry business. Chinese gold jewelry was usually sold by gold weight plus
labor, and the labor was low in proportion to cost of the jewelry. While
wages and the price of everything else fell, the price of gold was fixed by the
government at $20.50 an ounce, making it unaffordable. At Jing Chong
Co, my grandfather’s cousin who managed the store, liquidated his share
and moved back to China. China was not hit as hard by the Depression.
If you had some savings in American dollars, you could live quite well in
China. Store after store closed in San Francisco including Tin Wo where
Grandfather worked. Before the Depression hit, he had been bitten by the
stock market bug and bought stock. After that stock had fallen quite a bit,
he thought it was a good value and bought more — that was a big mistake.
He had near worthless stock, was out of a job, and had no more money than
when he had come to America. Grandfather could not afford to go back to
China, and job prospects in San Francisco’s Chinatown were not very good.
Fortunately, Dick Wong of Tin Hing Co. in Los Angeles was looking for a
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good goldsmith and offered my grandfather a job. Los Angeles’s Chinatown
was much smaller than San Francisco’s, but also had far fewer jewelry stores
and goldsmiths. Grandfather moved to Los Angeles. He worked at Tin Hing
during the day and slept there at night.
My father stayed in San Francisco by himself. He wanted to finish junior
high school there. He said it was very hard times. His father sent him
money, but often it was not enough. He did janitorial work and during the
summer, he got a job picking fruit in Courtland to supplement his money;
it was very hard work.
After Father graduated junior high, he came down to Los Angeles to
join his father. It was at the height of the Depression, and they faced many
problems. They needed a place to live. Grandfather had been sleeping at
Tin Hing, and there was not room there for my father. Jobs were very
scarce, especially for young Chinese like my father with no special skills.
My grandfather only had $700 to his name after working for seven years in
America, about the same amount of money as when he had arrived. Although
neither of them had run a business before, they decided to open a goldsmith
store. Some time in 1932, they found a small store that was for rent at 446 ½
North Los Angeles Street. It was across the street from the Plaza and the old
fire station. The Garnier Building was just south of the fire station and F. See
On, the Soo Chow Restaurant, and Jerry’s Joynt were a stone’s throw away
to the north. The rent was $15 a month. The store had a small loft that was
reached by a pull-down staircase. There was a sink and toilet, but no bath tub.
My grandfather said, “At least we have a roof over our heads.”
The store had been a jewelry store that had gone out of business. It
already had retractable iron gate and bars to protect the windows and doors
of a jewelry store. There was an old safe that the previous owner had left.
The “Hing” character 與 is often used for Chinese jewelry store names. To
save money, Grandfather named the store “Jin Hing” 珍與 so they only
had to change one character in all of the signage instead of two. My father
bought a used anvil from a blacksmith shop that was about a block away.
Most of the jewelry was “made to order” because there wasn’t much money
to stock finished jewelry. They would take an order and work all day and
night if need be to finish it. My father told me that one of the older gold
shops tried to force them out of business by having a sale on gold jewelry.
Chinese gold jewelry is sold gold plus labor, and that store lowered the labor
to almost nothing. My grandfather took what money he had and went to
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the competitor to buy stock for his store. The other store’s sale soon ended.
During the first month of business, Jin Hing sold about $75 — with a gross
profit of about $7.
They really struggled during the first few years of business. Gold, in
the form of gold coins, has been legal tender in the United States. There
were $20, $10, $5 gold coins which were worth $20, $10, and $5 in gold,
and were used in everyday transactions. After Franklin Roosevelt became
president, one of the first things the government did was to call in all gold
coins and then raise the price of gold from $20.50 an ounce to $35 an
ounce. Overnight, the price of the gold in Chinese gold jewelry almost
doubled while wages were still dropping — making jewelry very expensive.
Jin Hing was blessed in some ways. It was located on the three-block section
of Los Angeles Street that was not going to be torn down for Union Station.
Tin Hing and the other Chinese jewelry stores were forced to close as the
rest of Old Chinatown was demolished.

Lee King Yee carrying infant
Norman Lee inside Los Angeles
Street’s Jin Hing store.
“Help Chinese Refugees”
donation poster on the wall.
(Photos courtesy of Robert Lee.)

Leon Lee, baby Norman Lee, Lee King Yee in front
of the Jin Hing store on Los Angeles Street ca 1938.
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Dick Wong went back to China to marry and start a family. He returned
three years later and was fortunate to win the lottery to get a space in New
Chinatown’s Gin Ling Way for his new Tin Hing store. His jewelry store
was among the first stores to open in Central Plaza in 1938. He had been
without a store in Los Angeles for almost five years. Jin Hing may have been
the only Chinese jewelry store open in L.A. during those four or five years.
My father had told me there had been several goldsmiths in Old Chinatown
including Birdie Tang’s father but I do not recall any stores that were in
operation. Birdie operated Tang’s Restaurant in New Chinatown during the
1950’s. The Chinese community in Los Angeles at that time was very small
in population and restricted to certain neighborhoods. It was like a small
village where everyone knew everyone else. A Chinese goldsmith could work
at home and sell to his customers without any problems. My father told me
that between the time he had to move out of the old store on Los Angeles
Street and while the new store was being built in 1949, he still sold jewelry
to his customers working from home. I probably couldn’t do that today, but
that was a different era.
Our Mentor, Fong See (1857–1957)
Fong See is Lisa See’s great-grandfather, and his story is depicted in Lisa’s
book, On Gold Mountain. His store was at 510 North Los Angeles, a block
north of the original Jin Hing. He passed by every day. My grandfather
taught Fong See’s sons how to make gold chains and jewelry. Fong See was
a legend in his own time in Chinatown. I remember my father often telling
me stories of Fong’s business acumen and how he had made a fortune. Fong
See freely gave out business advice and became Father’s mentor. Fong See
knew that Chinese gold jewelry was priced at gold plus labor, and the labor
charge was very little and profit even less. He told my father, “You can’t even
buy salt with what you make. You have to sell something else to make any
money.” Fong was selling antiques and doing quite well. My father didn’t
have much capital or knowledge of antiques, but he did have some space in
the store. He first got some Chinese embroideries that he hung on the walls.
As time went on, he went to Quon-Quon and other suppliers for curios and
antiques. He developed an eye for antiques. Some of his best teachers were
the Caucasian collectors who would roam Chinatown; they were always
willing to talk about their hobbies and share their knowledge.
The Chinese jewelers in Chinatown almost exclusively made Chinese
traditional gold jewelry of 24 and 22K gold. Grandfather and Dick Wong
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of Tin Hing both did beautiful Chinese gold jewelry, but not the lower
karat gold jewelry that was standard in American stores. My father was one
of the first in Los Angeles to carry American 14K and 18K type jewelry and
combine them with jade. He learned about diamonds and other precious
stones — rubies, emeralds, star stones, opals, etc. — and established ties
with wholesale suppliers. At the time, the wholesale jewelry business was
almost all Caucasians, but everyone seemed more concerned about personal
character and trustworthiness than the color of one’s skin. Father built
these important relationships that enabled Jin Hing to become a reliable,
trustworthy store in Chinatown for its customers who wanted diamonds
and other non-Chinese jewelry. Chinese in America wanted to wear and
own what was stylish and popular with mainstream America. They also
wanted the traditional Chinese jewelry that was so important for gifts and
important life milestones. My father recognized these two different needs
and markets and tried to cater to both. Diamond engagement rings were a
big business for us because it was a local custom for the groom’s parents to
buy the ring. Often, parents could afford a bigger diamond than the groom.
Union Station opened in 1939. It was only a block away from our
old store on Los Angeles Street. When World War II broke out two years
later, it became a very busy station. Jin Hing saw more business. Not
only were there people using Union Station, but the War meant jobs
and full employment. People had money to spend. Although there was a
luxury war tax on gold jewelry, at least it was not rationed. Tom Gubbins
had a building on the corner of Spring and Ord. He had been born in
Shanghai and had done well with his Asiatic Costume Company that
supplied props to Hollywood filmmakers. The basement of his building
had been partitioned into small lanes and nooks and crannies, which
included Shanghai Street, and formed the northwest corner of the China
City complex on Spring and Ord. Shanghai Street had a small stage
where demonstrations of Chinese opera, gung fu, and magic tricks were
performed. Tom Gubbins asked my father to open a store on Shanghai
Street. It was near the shop of Fong Yun, the younger brother of Fong See.
My mother’s sister, Flora Yuen, had come to visit from Hawaii. War broke
out, and she was stranded here for the duration. She became the manager
of the China City branch of Jin Hing. It was a very small shop and catered
mostly to tourists. There was a small work bench so Aunt Flora could make
gold chains when there were no customers. Our branch store closed after
the War ended. My aunt went back to Hawaii and got married.
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Flora Yuen, manager of the China City
“Shanghai Street” branch store, during WWII.
(Photo courtesy of Robert Lee.)

Leon Lee, Lee King Yee, and
Flora Yuen standing in front
of Jin Hing Co on Los Angeles
Street circa 1942.
(Photo courtesy of Robert Lee.)

Leon Lee, Flora Yuen, and Lee King Yee
at the jewelry work benches of the
Jin Hing on Los Angeles Street
during WWII.
(Photo courtesy of Robert Lee.)
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Shanghai Street and the Gubbins Building survived the 1949 fire that
devastated the rest of China City. Fong Yun remained there until 1952
when he moved to Chungking Road in New Chinatown to start Fong’s
and the Fong’s Gift Shop that was run by his sons including Gim Fong. F.
Suie One, Lisa See’s family antique store, occupied the Gubbins Building
basement for many years and that is the location in Chinatown that she
remembers as a child.
Moving to New Chinatown
In 1949, the portion of Old Chinatown that was on the east side of
Los Angeles Street which included our store was demolished. The Garnier
Building that now houses the Chinese American Museum is about all that
is left of Old Chinatown. Our old store became the Los Angeles Street
onramp to the 101 Freeway. My father wanted to have a store in New
Chinatown. In the late 1940’s, the New Chinatown that had been founded
by Peter SooHoo was well-developed and had no land available. There
were two other developments. One is now called Chinatown West or the
Chungking Road area west of Hill Street. I believe that the area around
Chung King Court and the wishing well had been planned before Pearl
Harbor. Construction was delayed because of the war. It was finished in
stages after the war. This area included one store site that was offered to my
father which is now the south half of the Full House Restaurant. I am not
sure why he decided against that site.
Harold and Doris Lum owned the other area in Chinatown that was
available. This was Bamboo Lane and most of the land that is now Bamboo
Plaza. Unlike Chung King Road in the West Plaza, there were no planned
buildings. The land would be subdivided, and each new owner could build
what they wanted. Promises for parking and descriptions of a lane that
would rival Gin Ling Way were made, but nothing was put into writing.
My father had wanted to build a larger building than we have now. I think
he wanted to build living quarters for his family above the store. My mother
did not want to live above the store or even in Chinatown. It was 1947.
The railroad yards were right across Broadway. Much of Broadway between
New Chinatown and China City were small new and used car dealerships
and repair shops. Chinatown was noisy at night. There were no private
yards or areas for children to play. The houses around Chinatown were aged
and small. The neighborhood was rough. I think Mr. Lum wanted to sell
my father the lot we have now. It is the smallest lot on Bamboo Lane and
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probably would have been hard to sell. He told my father he didn’t need
such a big store for jewelry. Even on the small lot, the store would be four
times bigger than our old store on Los Angeles Street.
Father decided to locate to Bamboo Lane. Except for the Bing Kong
Tong Building which faced Broadway on the corner, Jin Hing was the first
new building on Bamboo Lane. Most of the Lane was empty dirt lots or
parking lots. Eugene Choy, one of pioneering Chinese American architects
in Los Angeles and his assistant, Helen Fong, designed our building. It was
one of his first commissions and the first of his three buildings on Bamboo
Lane. Bamboo Inn, which was next to the Lee Family Association’s Full
Moon Restaurant, was his second building. It had been used off and on as a
kitchen and supplementary dining area for the restaurant located in the Lee
Family Building’s ground floor. The third building is the Chinese American
Citizens Alliance Building across the street from Jin Hing. Choy is now
remembered for his modern design, and the Jin Hing building has a lot of
midcentury modern elements in its design with very simple lines. The lattice
grill work and Chinese character neon signs give a tasteful Asian flavor to
the building. Barton Choy, Eugene’s architect son, showed a preliminary
concept for the Jin Hing building at a Chinese American Museum forum
a few years ago. It was a kinky Chinese Victorian shoehorned into the
available 20 feet of the lot;
I am glad that concept
went nowhere. Our
building was completed
in 1950. There was
some extra space in the
showroom so Father
stocked clocks, radios,
and that new wonder of
the time, the television
— black and white of
course. Today, the store
is packed to the gills and
overcrowded. Except for a
modest remodel in 2004,
it is essentially its original
Robert Lee with older sister and father, 1950s at Jin
Midcentury Modern.
Hing Company on Bamboo Lane.
(Photo courtesy of Lee family.)
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People often “discover” our store. They say, “I have been coming to
Chinatown for years and never knew a store of your quality was here.” Or
they would ask, “Why are you located on this back alley?” When my father
bought the lot in 1947, there was great potential. There was the freedom to
build what you wanted, not to buy a ready-made storefront. Unfortunately,
the potential was never realized. Even though New Chinatown had a golden
age in the 1950’s and 60’s as a tourist and dining destination, the Chinese
entrepreneurs interested in expanding Chinatown were few. Second and
third generation Chinese Americans often had education and could get
jobs outside of Chinatown that did not require the very long hours and
hard work that their parents had to endure. Because of the very small
immigration quotas until 1965,
new immigrants who would have
supplied both the supply and
demand to open new businesses
in Chinatown were few. Sewing
factories occupied the empty stores
on Chung King Road and Bamboo
Lane during the 1970’s and 80’s.
It took almost forty years from
the building of Jin Hing, the first
building, to the completion of the
Leon and Robert Lee at
Bamboo Plaza, the last building.
the Bamboo Lane store
There was no central or coordinated
(Photo courtesy of Lee family) plan. Every property owner tried
to do what was best for themselves, which may not have been the best for
their neighbors. Often the limitations of capital, building codes, and small
lot sizes compounded the problems. Restaurants like General Lee’s and
Hong Kong Low — whose main entrances were on Gin Ling Way — built
nondescript extensions on Bamboo Lane. General Lee’s “garden” room
next to our store had a tasteful interior and exterior fronting Bamboo Lane,
but was nothing but two walls and a corrugated metal sheet roof. Yee Sing
Chong grocery store’s street level on Bamboo Lane was a plain concrete
block wall with a back-door loading dock. A nondescript storage building
(currently the Hoy Ping Association building) was later added which was
separated from the main building by the C.A.C.A. building. Today, the
Jin Hing building is essentially the same as it was when it opened in 1950.
Instead of being the only building on the street, it is the smallest one on a
street that has no other retail stores. It is hard to imagine any other store
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that would survive in this location. It continues to be a “destination” store
that people make a special trip to Chinatown to visit.
Shortly after the new store opened, Grandfather passed away. He had
come to Gold Mountain in 1924 and never saw his wife and two younger
sons again. My father hired his cousin by marriage, Betty Yip. She would
be an assistant for my father for the next fifty plus years. She made jewelry,
cooked, cleaned, and waited on customers. I think her greatest asset was
her ability to make friends with so many customers, and keep my father
company. Betty had just lost her husband when she started at Jin Hing. She
had four young children and four slightly older stepchildren to support. She
had Saturdays off. By the time my siblings and I reached about ten years of
age, we began going to the store on Saturdays to help my father. We learned
to make jewelry and wait on customers.
My father’s mother bought jade in Canton City for the store. She
continued to buy except during WWII. In the late 1950’s, my father’s
younger brothers began buying things for the store. Uncle Kow worked in
Hong Kong and bought jade, jewelry, antiques, and art goods there. Uncle
Sing lived in Macau and bought jewelry made there. In 1961, Father made
the first of several trips to Asia. Importing greatly expanded the range of
merchandise the store carried. The 1961 trip was also the first time since
1928 that he had seen his mother and brothers. He had tried several times
to bring his brothers and their families to the United States without success.
The immigration quotas were very small. Conditions were not that good
in Hong Kong and Macau at that time. There was the constant fear that
Communist China would take over both territories. After this trip, he
decided to bring his nephews and niece over on student visas. Howard was
about thirteen, and Elaine was eleven. Later, Edward would follow. They
lived with us, and our house got a bit crowded. On weekends, they helped
at the store until they graduated college and got full-time jobs.
My Mother, Gladys Yuen (1909–1965)
My mother, Gladys Yuen, was born in Hawaii in 1909. Her father was
a rice farmer, and her maternal grandfather sold manapua, the Hawaiian
name for dim sum. He would peddle it on the street. Her extended family
lived in a tenement near the railroad tracts in Honolulu’s Chinatown. She
was the oldest child. She had two younger brothers and a sister who was the
youngest. Her father was diabetic and was having serious health problems.
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He decided to retire and go back to Zhongshan. The family went back
without my mother. She was nine years old at the time. She was told that
they needed to leave her in Hawaii as an “anchor” who could claim them as
family if they were to return. Her younger sister, Flora, told me about ten
years ago that the real reason they left Mom was because Chinese thought
girls were a burden to the family. Aunt Flora would also have been left
behind if she had not been only three years old at the time. My mother
was left with a well-to-do Chinese family named Chang to look after their
children and be a housemaid. This was common practice for poor families
in Hawaii. My mother’s aunt had worked for the same family until she
married; my mother was her replacement. Aunt Flora later worked for the
brother of the same family. She said she only had two dresses while she
worked there. She had one to wear when the other was being washed.
When my mother was about fifteen, she became a live-in babysitter
for Harold Alden, a U.S. Navy officer based in Hawaii. When Alden was
transferred to the East Coast, my mother accompanied the family to New
York. She graduated from high school in Beacon, New York. The Aldens
were transferred to San Francisco, and she went with them. During the
Depression, they had to let her go. She got a job at the National Dollar
Store. After work, she tutored English at St. Mary’s in San Francisco’s
Chinatown. That is where she met my father.

Gladys Lee at Jin Hing on Los Angeles Street ca 1937.
(Photo courtesy of Robert Lee.)
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The Next Generation
By 1938, my parents had married and started a family. They bought
two small houses on 28th Street in the East Adams area and rented the
front house while living in the back. The property cost around $3000 at
that time. We lived there until 1948. By then, there were four children
in the family: Norman, Linda Janice, me, and my younger brother, Van.
The house was getting too crowded. We moved to a larger house in Echo
Park. My mother had developed rheumatoid arthritis and did not drive.
They picked a house that was near Chinatown, a couple of blocks from
grocery stores and shops, and a block from the elementary school. All of
us kids, including Joyce, who was born after we moved, would walk home
for lunch during school days. We were one of the first Chinese families to
move to Echo Park. There was a Hispanic family next door and one across
the street. Everyone else was Caucasian. An older White lady who lived a
half a block away, invited us to attend her church, and drove us kids to her
church which was only three blocks away. Except for Norman who learned
some Cantonese at 28th Street and went to Chinese School in Chinatown
for a few years, the rest of us kids didn’t understand Chinese. My father
hired a student from Hong Kong, Francis Leung, who later opened up Kam
Company in Chinatown, to teach us Chinese one day a week. We were
rather reluctant students and didn’t learn much. We were American-born
Chinese baby boomers who weren’t raised very Chinese. Going to Chinese
banquets, I remember waiters passing out forks to all the kids. We weren’t
the only ones who didn’t know how to use chopsticks.
My older brother, Norman (1938–88), was artistic and a born collector.
After attending LACC and Trade Tech, he worked as a technical illustrator
at North American Aviation. He decided to go back to school. He enrolled
at the University of Hawaii to study Asian culture and art. He learned
Mandarin and developed an interest in antique and archaic jades, and
Chinese ceramics. After graduating, he returned to the store and began
expanding the store’s inventory of older and finer ceramics and jades. His
academic training added more expertise in the field of antiques for us. He
also started to put aside a few fine pieces that were not for sale. They form
the foundation for the small, modest collection that the family has today of
Asian and Pacific art. Norman also collected contemporary sports cars. He
owned a Thunderbird, a 1963 Corvette Sting Ray, a Jaguar XKE, a Porsche
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930 Turbo, a Mercedes 300 Gullwing, and a Shelby 427 Cobra — but not
all at the same time.
My older sister, Linda Janice Kusuda, worked at the store. After
graduating from UCLA, she taught P.E. at Peary Junior High in Gardena.
She is active with the Southeast Japanese School and Community Center in
Norwalk and the Cerritos Center for the Performing Arts.
My younger brother, Van, worked at the store. He graduated from
UCLA. He was based in Hawaii during the Vietnam War and never moved
back. He has degrees from the University of Hawaii and is the Deputy City
Auditor of Honolulu.
Our youngest sister, Joyce Raskin, graduated from UCLA. She worked at
the store while her husband established his medical practice. She still makes
jewelry as a hobby and helps me if I need her.
I graduated from Marshall High and went on to UCLA where I received
my MBA in 1969. I did some interviewing but did not have any specific job
in mind. My father gave Linda Janice and me a trip to Asia as graduation
presents. After the tour, I stayed in Hong Kong to buy things for the store.
I was very inexperienced but had grown up surrounded by the fine things at
the store. I guess one also learns from osmosis. Uncle Kow, who was there,
knew where to find things, and guided me. It was a lot of fun and quite
rewarding. Things were so much cheaper in H.K. than here at that time, so
even if you made a mistake, it wouldn’t be too costly. Business at the store
and in Chinatown was booming. The immigrant population was growing
since the 1965 law change. Clothing factories were filling the empty store
fronts in Chinatown and providing jobs. Even if the pay wasn’t great,
sometimes there was a little left for luxury items like Chinese gold jewelry.
Jade pendants were the “in” thing, and Italian gold chains were fashionable.
I went from working at the store one day a week, to seven days a week, and
never seemed to run out of things to do.
Chinatown Moving Forward
The Asian American Movement and activism was happening in
Chinatown. There were two main groups. One was young people who were
influenced by the Black Power Movement and Chairman Mao. The other
group was concerned citizens who volunteered to try to make Chinatown
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better without so much protest and confrontation. Gim Fong of Fong’s
Gift Shop helped to organize the merchants of the Chung King Road in
Chinatown West to beautify the area and improve business. He asked me
to get involved with the Chinese New Year planning group. Everyone there
was a volunteer, and they did a good job with very little funds. I met Angie
Wong there. She designed and silk-screened street banners for the New Year,
and I ran around getting them sewn and assembled so the city would put
them up. Our “homemade” banners were a success and in the following
years, corporate sponsors were found to pay for professionally-made ones.
I worked with Bea Jue, Barbara Jean Wong, Ella Quan, and Helen Young.
I joined the Chinatown Chamber of Commerce and was the English
Secretary when David Lee of Man Jen Low Restaurant was President.
Friends asked me to join the board of the Chinatown Service Center, and
I served as treasurer for several years and as president for one year. After
the tragic attempted robbery at Jin Hing in 1984, I joined the Chinatown
Public Safety Association (CPSA) and served on that board for over a
decade as we fundraised to get the Chinatown Police Substation built. I am
currently president and program chair of the China Society of Southern
California. This group was founded by Peter SooHoo and the Chinese
Consulate General Kiang in 1935. We have dinner-lecture programs on
China that are open to the public. I am a charter member of the Chinese
Historical Society of Southern California and usually attend their meetings.
Our store was honored with the CHSSC’s Golden Spike Award in 2013. Jin
Hing is a charter member of the International Chinese Snuff Bottle Society,
which was founded in 1968, and I usually attend their annual conventions.
Over the years, Jin Hing has strived to be big enough to serve the jewelry
needs of the Chinese American community and mainstream Americans
who are interested in Chinese and jade jewelry. It remains small enough to
give personal service. It has essentially been a family-run store that has had
some very faithful employees such as Kien Tran and Sylvia Le, who have
been with us for over thirty-five years and twenty-five years respectively. My
father never really retired from the store. Until a month before his passing
at age 99, he continued to be at the store daily. He set the jewelry windows
and put the jewelry away in the safes, a jeweler’s ritual. He greeted and
helped customers, and he did the banking and other chores of running the
store. He enjoyed his work.
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Leon Lee displaying jewelry in the store circa 2008.
(Photo courtesy of Robert Lee.)

I was asked about the future of Chinatown. I had not thought too much
about it, but a recent event reported in the Daily News and Los Angeles
Times got me thinking. The Daily News said that Hau (Peter) Chan’s parole
had been vetoed by Governor Brown. Hau Chan masterminded the tragic
robbery attempt at Jin Hing the week before Christmas in 1984. Three
people were shot to death including LAPD Officer Duane Johnson, and
two of Chan’s co-conspirators. Officer Archie Nagao was seriously wounded.
I received a gunshot wound that would have killed me if the bullet had
entered my body in a very slightly different angle. Over thirty shots were
fired inside the store, and someone described the store as a scene from hell.
Hau Chan was a middle-class immigrant from Hong Kong. He owned a
noodle manufacturing company. His father was a retired Hong Kong police
officer. Hau Chan was sentenced to 38 years to life, instead of life without
parole. He had an excellent attorney, Leslie Abramson, who went on to
defend the Menendez brothers.
The crime shocked the Chinatown community and resulted in a very
active Chinatown Public Safety Association and improved police service.
A police substation was built using private and locally raised funds.
Chinatown is safer today and that gives me hope.
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The Times included a comment in the editorial section that suggested
Chinese are not very generous to charities unless it benefitted their own.
I agree. Historically, the family associations, the local village and county
associations were there when Chinese were in need of meals, employment,
and advice. Every year, my father regularly gave to the Lee Family Association
as well as the Chinese School. In more recent years, government funding
has become more important for agencies like Chinatown Service Center
and Senior Citizens Service Center. Perhaps we Chinese Americans have not
supported such charities as regularly or generously as we should. However, the
Times’ commentator implied that Chinese are not doing their fair share for
the public in general, that they were shortchanging everyone except their own.
This hit a nerve in my body and brought back some near forgotten
memories. About forty years ago, I was the young, inexperienced, and not
very effective president of the Board of the Chinatown Service Center. I
don’t remember all the details but the Service Center had been encouraged
to have a fundraiser that appealed to the general public, not the Chinese
local community. It was run by a professional fundraiser that sent out
several thousand mail solicitations. Steve Allen was the celebrity that made
the pitch. It was a very unsuccessful fundraiser. The Center received a
few small donations along with some hate mail e.g. “Chinaman, this isn’t
your country, go back to China” letters. This especially hurt because the
Chinatown Service Center was not trying to get additional funds for its
clients. Its main goal was to make existing government programs accessible
to all who had to overcome language and culture hurdles.
Prejudice and racism still exists in America. While it is true that Chinese
Americans are not as generous to charities unless it benefits their own, the
reciprocal is that the general public is not very generous to the needs of
Chinese in America. Local Chinese have to make up for that.
My optimism for the future of Chinatown began during those days at the
Chinatown Service Center. The Center was very successful from the start.
The Center staff worked smart and hard, but their clients — who needed a
helping hand — were also motivated to better themselves and the lives of
their children. They were not going to be a multigenerational group of welfare
recipients. The same American Dream that came true for my father and
mother is alive in Chinatown and the immigrant Chinese communities in
Southern California today. Many will take their place in mainstream America,
and it won’t take many to bring a renaissance to Chinatown.
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Dorothy Wong Lee 李黄巧章,
Cathay Gifts, West Plaza to Imperial
Dragon Gifts, Central Plaza
World War II interrupted the development of New Chinatown. The West Plaza,
west of Hill Street, opened in 1948. Dorothy’s family lived on top of their gift
store while she was growing up. After her parents retired, Dorothy and her siblings
established another gift shop in the Central Plaza. She also worked fulltime as an
art teacher. This is from an August 2017 interview in Silver Lake.
Before Chinatown
I was born at East LA’s Lincoln
Hospital21 in 1948. My brother, Richard
(1950), and my sister, Helen (1951), were
born there also. My paternal grandfather
had come to America near the Depression
Era from the Toisan area. When we went
to visit Guangdong recently, the village
was almost empty; most everybody had
gone to America. I know their village
name had a “3” in it.22
At some point, my grandfather was
Dorothy Wong Lee, 2017.
a houseboy. He lost that position when
somebody said, “Why give the job to a
(Photo from CHSSC.)
Chinaman?” He had to do other work
until he got enough money to manage this “a-dollar-a-day hotel” near
Seventh and Central in Los Angeles.
After the Chinese Exclusion Act, it was difficult to bring wives to
America, so Grandfather returned to Toisan for visits. He had four
daughters and two sons in China. My grandfather had very traditional
Chinese values. When I was born, he said, “What is it?” When they told
him I was a girl, he went to a fortune teller who made my name half
masculine so that the next child would be a son. My grandfather was so
21
22

Lincoln Hospital, at 433 South Soto Street near Fourth, was a private facility founded
in 1903.
In Taishan today, one of the 16 villages is 三合镇 Sanhe Zhen – with a 3 in it.
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happy when my brother was born. When my little sister was born, he was
disappointed again. In Chinese tradition, babies receive jewelry as gifts.
I had some, Dicky had the most, but poor Helen didn’t get any because
Grandpa didn’t share news of her birth with his friends. When he became
senile later, he didn’t even remember Helen. I think my grandfather was
semi-literate. I would see him read the newspapers, but I also saw him sign
his signature with an “x”. Grandfather eventually returned to Hong Kong
and died there. After the 1965 Immigration Act, my father sponsored his
sisters over from Hong Kong.
Grandfather brought my father and uncle here when my father was 13.
My father was Wong Goon Yen23 or Leonard Wong. My uncle was actually
adopted, a common practice in southern China. My father went to Poly
High School and then LACC for a year before he was drafted into World
War II at the age of 17. My father was really born around 1925, but his
official records had him as older than he was. His family had used his birth
certificate for the migration of another cousin, and so my father had to use
someone else’s papers.
My father served in World War II in the Army. Later in life, when he
had arthritis in his legs, he reasoned it was caused by being in the trenches
with a dead body in the rain. After the war, my father could return to China
to bring over my mother as a G. I. bride. My mother was born in 1928.
My maternal grandfather had a laundry in New York City. My mother was
Ginger Wong.24 She had attended an all-girls school in Guangdong and
then took some classes at Belmont night school before she became pregnant.
When we were born, my parents were in that hotel business near my
grandfather’s.

23

24

In his Application for Naturalization in 1970, Goon Yen listed his birthday as 17
September 1925. His birthplace was listed as “Sai Wu Village, TSO”. He may have
arrived in Los Angeles in August of 1938 on SS President Cleveland. In the California
Death Index, his birthday is listed as 6 June 1923 and his date of passing is 27 Dec
1989. Records show that he was in the U.S. Army between 30 Dec 1942 and 26
January 1946.
In Ginger Wong’s 1955 Application for Naturalization, it lists her birthday as 5 Dec
1928 and that she was born at Chew Sing in Toisan. Her maiden name was listed as
Tom. She arrived in San Francisco on SS Gordon on 18 December 1947. She was
married on 31 October 1947 in Canton. In 1955, she was living at 961 Chung King
Road. California Death Index shows her passing on 24 Dec 2014.
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My mother was ambitious. She consulted Lillian, Cousin Leland’s wife.25
Lillian was American-born, and both she and my father’s cousin, Leland,
had attended UCLA. Lillian taught my parents about the gift shop business.
My parents started in a space in the middle of Olvera Street, set back from
the glass blower near the Avila Adobe. They ran this for a couple of years.
Lillian and Leland had the store before us. After we left, another relative
took over. The store was small and they sold Chinese knickknacks, among
other things.

Left to right Ginger Wong with Richard, Leonard Wong with
Dorothy, paternal grandfather and relatives circa 1950.
(Photo courtesy of Dorothy Lee.)

Growing Up in the West Plaza
The West Plaza in Chinatown was supposed to supplement the Central
Plaza. After World War II, construction began. Lillian helped my parents to
establish Cathay Gifts on Chung King Road in the West Plaza. Lillian and
Leland Wong’s store was America Asia also on Chung King Road; they also
had a wholesale business. Lillian was a gregarious and sharp businesswoman.
We moved to Chinatown’s West Plaza when I was about five years old.
West Plaza was in the form of a T with Chung King Road parallel to Hill
Street and Chung King Court perpendicular to both. The storefronts in the
West Plaza were about 1200 square feet. But we had a basement space under
25

Records show that Leland Wong was also Mon Gai Wong. His naturalization papers
report that he was born in 1921 at “Shan Har Li, HSD” and came to San Pedro in
October of 1935 on SS Hoover. He served in the US Army Air Force from 1942 to
1946. He married Lillian Gee in 1950 in Reno, Nevada. In 1952, he was living at 961
Chung King Road in Chinatown.
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In the 1950–60s era, if you
wanted Chinese food or goods, you
best go to Chinatown. The customers
included Hollywood people with
fur coats, but they usually stayed in
Helen, Richard, and Dorothy Central Plaza. West Plaza attracted
with their father at Cathay Gifts.
many Mexican American customers
(Photo courtesy of Dorothy Lee.) from East LA.

The New Chinatown founders had
many plans for the West Plaza, but they
ran out of investment funds. The plan
was to build a pagoda at the center of the
Plaza and a decorative wall around the
Plaza — but neither happened. Cathay
Gifts was on the north side of Chung
King Road, the slower side. Many of
the nearby storefronts remained empty
Ginger and Leonard Wong.
or were less active. This meant that
(Photo courtesy of Dorothy Lee.)
proprietors like my parents had to work
even longer hours. We opened from 11
am until midnight. Then my parents would go down to the basement and
assemble Ming tree kits until about 2 in the morning. They would procure
moss and driftwood from nearby mountains. They would clean and spray
paint the moss for kits with these little figurines. They also made dry plant
arrangements. We had to somehow
distinguish ourselves from other
stores. We also sold costume jewelry,
tea sets, incense, figurines, Japanese
music boxes... Merchandise changed
with trends. We never had employees
at Cathay Gifts.

the store that we used for storage and as
a workshop. Many people in the West
Plaza lived upstairs from their store as we
did. This created a close-knit community
where neighbors helped each other and
looked out for one another.

©

©
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We kids went to Castelar which was about half a block away. At
Christmas, children from other schools would gift us books and toys. I
realized much later it was because we were considered poor (laughs). In Los
Angeles, the largest Asian minority in the 1950s were Japanese Americans.
Chinese were congregated in New Chinatown, Old Chinatown on Spring
Street, and the Adams area. In fact, my husband grew up on 29th and
Main. There were a few Chinese families in Silver Lake and Echo Park. I
think Castelar was about 60 percent Latino then; many of these Mexicans
were second generation who lived near Alpine Playground and up the hill.
As Italians left the neighborhood, Mexicans moved in. All my friends were
Chinese and Mexicans. I don’t remember any Blacks, Koreans, Whites,
Filipinos… We all spoke English at school and Szeyup at home. My father
had taught me my numbers and the English alphabet before I went to
kindergarten, so I didn’t have any difficulty with the English language. I also
went to Chinese school but didn’t learn as much. We attended First Chinese
Baptist Church before it moved to Yale Street.
The south end of
Chung King Road was
anchored by Hong
Sang Lung market with
Marvin, Larry, and
Ronald (Lee) and three
or four other siblings.
They had their business
longer than us. I was
sent to that market for
vegetables and meat,
even ice cream. Frank
Kids growing up on Chung King Road in the 1950s. and Grace Quon rented
a gift shop and game
(Photo courtesy of Dorothy Lee.)
arcade nearby, and I
grew up with their kids too. There were quite a few antique shops: Jade Tree,
Fong See On, and Fong’s. In the West Plaza, the storeowners got together
informally to maintain the common area. Mr. Gim Fong was in charge.26

26

Gim and Choy Fong established Fong’s Gift Shop at 943 Chung King Road in 1952.
Gim Fong was the nephew of Fong See, Lisa See’s great-grandfather.
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At one point, business was so slow
that my father contemplated going
to work for the post office. But on
the south side of Chung King Road,
a storefront became available and my
parents branched out while I was in
high school. After a while, they rented
a third storefront also on the south end.
The second store was called Golden
Dragon and the third enterprise was
called Paradise. Golden Dragon did
Dorothy, Richard, and Helen in
very well which, of course, kept me
Chinatown circa late 1950s.
working longer hours. My mother’s
(Photo courtesy of Dorothy Lee.)
taste became bolder. She would obtain
merchandise that was a little different than that of our competitors and
neighbors. It was the hippie 1960s and incense, paper lanterns, water pipes,
and beaded curtains did well. I became the costume jewelry buyer. We
saw a lot of tourists especially in the summer. Mexican Americans came
to Chinatown on dates. Of course, a lot of Chinese Americans from other
parts of Southern California also came to Chinatown.
We would go to the California Gift Show twice a year and meet the
wholesale vendors. Before the LA
Convention Center (built 1969),
the gift show would be held at the
Biltmore, Sports Arena, and other
venues. We would order and suppliers
would ship to us. Sometimes, sales
people would come by the stores
with their wares. In the 1960s, trade
with China was still banned. We
would sell a lot more Japanese-made
merchandise. There were a couple
of large importers based in San
Unknown boy in Central Plaza circa Francisco and the quality of their
1962. On right is Suchow Gifts. merchandise was good. Later, we
On left are Grand Star and Rice Bowl.
Center back is Hong Kong Low bought merchandise made in Taiwan.
and Phoenix Bakery. By the late 1970s, we began to
import from China.
(Photo courtesy of Dorothy Lee.)
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My family lived on Chung King Road until 1970. My parents had been
very frugal. In 1962, Cathay Bank in Chinatown was established. They
encouraged Chinatown people to buy property. My parents bought a lot
and built an apartment building with seven units on New Depot Street.
After the 1965 Immigration Act, there were more and more people moving
to Chinatown especially from Hong Kong. Apartments were sprouting up
all over Chinatown. We moved to New Depot Street in 1970 and I lived
there until I was married in 1973. My parents lived there until my brother,
Richard, and his wife, Lily, moved to Silver Lake. Lily also grew up in
Chinatown, and then she taught at Castelar School. My parents bought a
home near them. After my father passed away when he was 64, my mother
moved in with Richard so she would not be alone. After a couple of years,
she wanted to move back to the Chinatown apartment. She liked having the
freedom to walk to stores. Gift shops were her life — it gave her something
to do, it kept her busy. Until her dementia set in, she remembered prices,
merchandise, suppliers, and many details.
Imperial Dragon in Central Plaza
I majored in art and taught art. My mother was artistic and her Chinese
calligraphy was very distinctive. I remember getting compliments on
it. My father could also draw. Once, I was drawing some swans, and he
showed me how to draw them more accurately. After Castelar, we went to
Nightingale Junior High. I graduated from Belmont High School in 1966.
I had thought to go to Cal State Long Beach, but I didn’t yet know how to
drive on the freeways. I had met my boyfriend (now husband, Ken Lee) at
Chinese Baptist, and we decided to both go to UCLA. I received a teaching
credential from Cal State LA by 1973. I was an art teacher at Belmont and
then at Marshall High School. I taught for 39 years with LAUSD. Now that
I’m retired, I’ve been taking water color classes at Otis Art Institute.
Around 1978, there was a Fon’s restaurant in Central Plaza (451 Gin
Ling Way). It had been run by David Fon Lee of General Lee’s, but had
been empty for a while. It was right next to Y.C. Hong’s office. My brother,
Richard, was working at Chinatown Service Center, and my parents were
afraid we would never make any money as civil servants. My mother
encouraged us to start a business in Central Plaza, and she would give us
the startup investment. We went to Mrs. Y.C. Hong, who owned all the
property from the East Gate on Broadway up to 451 Gin Ling Way.
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We opened Imperial Dragon Gifts, one of the bigger stores in Central
Plaza. Richard, Helen, and I owned the business with our spouses. It was a
good business even though we never owned the property. We started well,
and then came the hype for the 1984 Olympics. We all were encouraged to
stock up like crazy. But Chinatown was deserted during those Olympics!
We carried a lot of that inventory for years! Nevertheless, we ran Imperial
Dragon for 22 years until 2002. Richard still has Golden Dragons Gifts
there (452 Gin Ling Way).
Our children aren’t really interested in continuing in the gift shop
business. They grew up in the Chinatown shop too; they had to. I would
pick up the kids after school. When they were younger, I chauffeured them
to after-school activities and summer programs. I also chaperoned my kids
to their Hollywood auditions. They got quite a few parts in commercials
and movies. It was a hectic schedule; I’m not sure how I did it. I guess I
didn’t sleep very much.
We worked long hours. Imperial Dragon Gifts was open 12 to 14 hours
each day. After my day at Marshall High, I would come back to Chinatown.
I would stay until closing which was about 9 or 10 pm. The gift shop
business was real natural for me. I had done it ever since I was a child.
My brother-in-law, (Reverend) Tolman Yung, and my husband were there
fulltime. We had six to eight employees. Tolman is related to the family
at General Lee’s. His family had Happy Lion (963 Chung King Road) in
the West Plaza. My husband, Ken, was an English literature major, but he
became involved in business. He and Tolman also established Rainbow
Dragon, a wholesale business. Ken is now chair of Library Sciences at West
LA Community College.
The Hong family was the largest property owner in Central Plaza.
The Quon brothers owned Grand Star and Wonder Bakery building. The
SooHoos owned two stores next to us. Ronald Lee of Hong San Lung,
owned the jewelry store, Chong Hing27. Johnny Chin of Sincere Gifts also
owned some property. After Mrs. Y.C. Hong died, business in Chinatown’s
Central Plaza grew slower. The slowdown was due to several factors. There
are now Chinese goods everywhere in Los Angeles, especially in the San
Gabriel Valley. Chinatown could use more trendy Chinese restaurants,
27

Founded in 1970 by Ron and Ellen Lee, Chong Hing Jewelers is now in San Gabriel
Square and Rowland Heights with other CH Premier Jewelers boutiques in Northern
California.
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parking, and other entertainment. In the 1980s, there were a lot more
Vietnamese and Southeast Asians in the Chinatown environs. Y.C.’s son,
architect Roger Hong, wanted Central Plaza to develop more like Melrose.
Many art galleries came in. Millennials don’t seem to be into knickknacks;
they favor arts and crafts. Today, our storefront has been transformed to Via
Café, a Vietnamese and Thai restaurant. Chinatown keeps changing.
At UCLA, there were very few Chinese in my major but I was used
to being in the minority. It didn’t bother me. I had interacted with a lot
of Caucasians at the store. My husband, Ken, had more culture shock at
UCLA as he had grown up in an African American environment, having
graduated from L.A. High. One of his professors just assumed he was
a math major. I remember when I was in elementary school, I had the
thought that it might be fun to be a Caucasian. But then I said, “Nah,
I’d rather be Chinese.” It is who I am. I never had any cultural identity
ambiguities. I believe growing up in Chinatown — with its traditions,
history, and family ties — helped form my cultural identity.
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List of Chinatown Plaza Merchants
in 1988

CHINATOWN
CENTRAL
PLAZA
CHINATOWN MERCHANT ASSN. 425 GIN LING WAY. L.A. 90012 628-1828

ChinatownCentral Plaza

Hippy Valley Restaurent/617-3662
Hot\&Kong low D1111/628·1828
J n Hing Jeweler/628·8439

BROADWAY
t: umbus Pharmecy/622-2777
£.atem Fair Qlft/626·4685
Ch RI Travel Service/628·2103
£,st-West Federal Bank/489-5300
RMS TraveV622-0017
Wonder Food Bakery/687-4666

United Benk/680-2510
Chung Sun Company/626-4888
Let Terrac9/620-9913
Phoenix Bakery/628-4642

Hop Sing Tong/628-8022

432

Louie K. G. Glft/626-4028

435
437
441
44!5
451
454

Nam Xuons Restaurant/623·8888
Kwan Yuen Glft/625-3176
Gin Ling Glft/628·8965
Y, C, Hong Bulldlng/624-2354
Imperial Dragon G!fts/628-4782
Imperial Oynasty/628-4782

459

463

Chew Yuen/624-6758
Phoenix lmporta/680-9640

483
486
487
491
495

Sincere Importing Company/628-6555
Import Bazaar/620-8808
Kai Mel Glfts/628-1007
Tin Hing Jeweler/628-6923
Chong Hing Jaweler/623·3645

Mandarin Trevel/626-1351

NORTHHILL STREET

G:reenmountaln Aorist, Jeweler/629,3413
The Royal Pasoda MoteV223·3381

900
930
936
938
950

UNG WAY
,125

428

HonaKona

Low RestauranV628-6217

Union OIi 76 Statton/626-2959
New Chinatown Barber Shop/689·9135
Mel Lan Ftorlst/626-1943
New World Book/625·2816
Hons Kons Art Goods/625-2245

964
966
981

Good World Jewelry/623·6119
Yee Sing Chong/626-9619
D.H.K. Auto Park/625·1972

JUNG JING ROAD
454 Chul's Dumpllng RestauranV488-9899
455 Kam Company/624·3059

MEI LING WAY
930
935
938
940
946
950
951
954
954
SUN
935
943
945
947
951

Heng Chow Restaurant/687-9838
Seafood King Restaurant/626·6050
Caesar"s Palace/628·8007
Oriental lmport/628·4782
lee's Travel Serv!ce/626-1287
Hop Louie Restaurant/628•4244
Grand View Garden Restaurant/624-6048
Howard Photo/628-5655
LA. New China Corp/628·4841
MUN WAY
Chiu Chow Restaurant/628-0097
Grand Star Restaurant/626-2285
Shlng Fung Showroom/626·1125
Mon Sing Restaurant/972-9075
Shlng Fung lmport/628-1697

LOS ANGELES CHINATOWN
50TH ANNIVERSARY BROCHURE, P. 35
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